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Historically, the city of Auckland has been built as a city for cars. Road
infrastructure has formed the city significantly. This is contradictory to what
city design and urban planning has advocated for over the last half century
– a focus on pedestrianism to create lively cities. The priority given to road
infrastructure in Auckland does affect the experience of being a pedestrian in
a negative way and subsequently it affects the potential for liveliness that is
desired at a local and global scale.
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The built environment (architecture and urban space) and the human psyche
are two intrinsically linked phenomena. The constant presence of the built
environment is constantly stimulating the biologically embedded sensory
systems that humans have. When senses are stimulated by an environment,
the brain registers a perception of that environment and stores that
perception as a mental image that can be recalled as some type of experience.
This ever-present relationship between the built environment and experience
therefore needs to be considered to have any chance at building a positive
image for a city because where experiences are positive, the chances of places
being lively with pedestrians are higher. This project explores this process with
the aim of applying it to the design proposal.

The experience of being a pedestrian in a car-based city like Auckland can be
unpleasant and there are a few elements that contribute to this. Firstly, the
higher convenience of car travel means more cars in the city and this presents
more safety hazards to pedestrians. Secondly, good quality pedestrian ways
are limited because they are simply not a priority. Both of these can act
as deterrents for people to walk or use public transport and this does not
encourage liveliness in a city. That being said, in recent years, Auckland has
realised that cars are not what make cities lively and so there has been a wave
of significant pedestrian and public transport infrastructure upgrades to boost
the experience and liveliness of the city.
This project feeds from the desire to improve experiences for pedestrians in
the city and as such identifies a significantly unpleasant pedestrian experience
in Auckland and aims to improve it. Newmarket Train Station’s surrounding
area is the catalytic site for this project, and it is here where an improved
pedestrian experience is proposed.
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1.1

BACKGROUND

The built environment is the ever-present background to human life. Be
it consciously or subconsciously, we live our day to day lives constantly
interacting with architecture, structures and the spaces in between. It is
therefore indisputable that the built environment influences our experience
of place. Subsequently, the experience determines the success of a place and
its design.
Literature shows that for a place to be successful it requires users to
consciously connect to it, have a pleasant time and enjoy being there so that
they continue to inhabit that place. For this to occur, their experience of the
place must be informed by a meaningful connection to the place. This can be
realised through the human body’s sensory receptors, i.e. perception.
The design of city spaces is no exception to this idea of sensory experience
design. One of the main principles of city planning and urban design today is
to design for the pedestrian, that is, to design spaces where the pedestrian’s
senses are positively stimulated whilst they carry out their activities. By
enabling people to carry out their activities in enjoyable and pleasant ways,
city spaces remain populated and the goal in urban design is achieved – to
create lively cities.

The site in question is located in the city-fringe suburb of Newmarket.
Newmarket is planned as one of Auckland City’s ten metropolitan centre
zones2 and so it is unfortunate that there are dead places here. Being
secondary to the main city centre, it is important for the future growth
of Auckland that Newmarket, as well as the other metropolitan centres,
successfully achieve this identity by establishing lively, attractive places to live,
work and visit.
Currently, Newmarket lacks an urban centre with which pedestrians can
identify. It also lacks a focus on high quality pedestrian circulation. These are
some of the main elements that give city spaces life and therefore this project
will investigate how Newmarket’s missing urban centre and a better pedestrian
realm could be realised so that Newmarket can be a better urban place.
2 Auckland Plan, Strategy and Research Department, Auckland Plan 2050 (Auckland, New
Zealand: Auckland Council, 2018), 232, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projectspolicies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/about-the-auckland-plan/
docsprintdocuments/auckland-plan-2050-print-document.pdf

This project has been established from the author’s experiences, as a
public transport using pedestrian, in an existing site. Feelings of confusion,
nervousness and distress are recalled – these feelings are unenjoyable
and unpleasant and are serious deterrents for pedestrians to return. It is
important to note that these views are not an anomaly. Numerous others
also agree1 and inevitably, this has turned what could have been an
extremely lively place, given its high foot-traffic alone, into a dead place.
1 Matt L, “Newmarket Station Square,” Greater Auckland (blog), February 4, 2014. https://
www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2014/02/04/newmarket-station-square/
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1.2

PROJECT OUTLINE

The site that has driven this project is the unsightly development site located
east of the Newmarket Train Station. This site currently houses retail stores,
apartments, carparking and two unpleasant pedestrian access ways to the
train station – the second busiest train station in Auckland.
The project proposes the design of a reimagined pedestrian circulation system
around Newmarket Train Station. This system will include a series of public
spaces, streets and integrated thoroughfares that inform a new mixed-used
development to support the identity of Newmarket as a metropolitan centre
of Auckland.

1.3

AIMS & OBJECTIVES

Pedestrians give cities life and therefore cities must be designed to appeal
to the pedestrian. To resolve the current lack of pedestrian consideration in
Newmarket, the aim of this project is to enable improved user experience
in and around Newmarket Train Station through the design of a pedestrian
circulation system and mixed-used development. Ultimately, this design
proposal will aim to design the urban centre that Newmarket does not
currently have.
To achieve these aims, the following research and design related tasks will be
carried out:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Develop an understanding of the theory of architecture in relation to
user experience.
Develop an understanding of the principles of good urban design.
Identify and investigate architectural and urban precedents that are
representative of the aim of the project.
Evaluate the researched information and then selectively apply it to
develop a design proposal that achieves the aim of the project.

1.4

RESEARCH QUESTION

How can mixed-use development and its connections to a series of urban
spaces improve user experience at one of Auckland’s major transport nodes?

1.5

SCOPE & LIMITATIONS

This project is the result of urban life observations and experience and so
it is a given that the project has a strong focus on urban design planning
principles. The project’s greatest concern is the relationship between people
and the built environment and how this influences the quality of experiences
that people have there. Therefore, the spaces between the architecture
are just as important, if not more, as the architecture that the project will
develop as a solution.
The architectural typology that the project is addressing is the mixed-use
development. The quality of this typology is in its name – there are multiple
uses that the development serves. Due to this, it is perceivable that the main
design focus will be on establishing the relationships between the different
uses in the development and less on how each particular use functions
internally. For example, in the consideration of the residential apartments to
be included in the development, the internal planning is less important than
the experience that the people they house will have as neighbours and as
high-density living dwellers in the city realm. Each apartment will therefore
be designed by consulting and analysing basic apartment planning guides.
The existing site itself and its immediate context is of utmost importance
in establishing a solution because it is problems within this existing site
that have driven the project. While every relative problem with the site is
impossible to identify, the project will only attempt to improve a specific set
of problems. These identified problems include poor pedestrian circulation,
empty retail tenancies, ‘dead’ public spaces, crammed apartments and beige
architecture.
The role that the site has in the overall context of Auckland City is also
important to the project because it will have a significant role in the
envisioned future of the city and so factors such as the Auckland Unitary
Plan, the Auckland Plan 2050 and the Auckland Public Transport Network
will be consulted for guidance throughout the course of the project to
enable a feasible solution.

1.6

STATE OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE FIELD

The human psyche and the urban environment are two very intrinsically linked
phenomena: “the city and my body supplement and define each other.”3 This
is due to the environment having a psychological function as well as a physical
function. The dialogue between the mind and environment is constant and as
such, the human experience in architecture is a well explored field of literature.
Phenomenology of architecture, that is, the perceived meaningfulness of
architecture through our experiences with it, falls within this field and is
discussed by Christian Norberg-Schulz in his Genius Loci: A Phenomenology of
Architecture. He identifies the architect as a shaper of meaningful places, and
that it is the meaningfulness quality that is important in realising experiences.
Juhani Pallasmaa also discusses human experience in his numerous texts in
this field. He identifies the stimulus of the human senses as the core of all our
perceptions and experiences. Naturally, all phenomena of the natural and built
environment have a conscious (or subconscious) effect on the human body’s
sensory receptors. These effects are subsequently perceived by the brain and
then stored as mental images. Kevin Lynch also discusses experience and
sensory design but specifically in relation to the city as a whole. In his Image
of the City, he discusses the idea of imageability as a quality required in the
environment for mental images to form and so again, we are convinced of
the relationship between mind and environment. Conclusively, this natural
relationship can be well considered in architecture when the method of multisensory design is used.
3 Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses (Chichester, England:
John Wiley & Sons, 2012), 43, ProQuest Ebook Central Ebook.
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The amount of literature in the field of urban design and planning is
exhaustive. Literature by planners, architects, advocates, etc. from every
period or movement has enabled the history of urban design and planning
to be accessible and evolutionary. Urban design is relative to the spaces
between buildings and in the twenty-first century urban design plays a
significant role in the development of great cities.
The principles of urban design in the present day are those that have
evolved as a reaction against urban planning of the modernist movement.
Jane Jacobs, an urban activist, led the revolution. She heavily criticised
modernists who wanted to take the “easy”4 path by eradicating existing
environments and proposing plans that disregarded the qualities of the city
that people actually need. Jacobs’ argument was not without solution. She
presented diversity as the quality that cities needed to be what they should
be – for people. One of Jacobs’ prescribed diversity generators, mixed-use,
has become an architectural tool for urban designers wanting to improve
cities. As such, the mixed-use typology of transit oriented development
(T.O.D.) has been established. By combining a mixture of uses and public
transport facilities, T.O.D. enables city streets to fill with pedestrians, enabling
liveliness. Christopher Alexander and Alison and Peter Smithson emphasise
the importance of public transport in cities in their writings.
Liveliness in cities has become the ultimate urban design goal because the
complete opposite of this is dead cities, which is undesired. Liveliness is “an
atmosphere of excitement and activity”5 and this is achieved by the presence
of people. Architect and Urban Designer, Jan Gehl is another prominent
figure in this field and his number one principle has always been to create
4 Jane Jacobs, “Downtown is for People (Fortune Classic, 1958),” Fortune, September 18,
2011, https://fortune.com/2011/09/18/downtown-is-for-people-fortune-classic-1958/
5 “Liveliness,” Lexico, accessed September 19, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/
liveliness
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cities for people, i.e. pedestrians. His texts discuss the need for designers to
consider the human dimension as this entices pedestrians to perform their
necessary and optional activities in the spaces between buildings – the urban
spaces.
The state of knowledge in both the fields of experience in architecture and
urban design is quite well published and as such the amount of literature is
plenty. The project intends to establish connections between the two fields in
terms of design principles and use these to inform the design proposal.

Experiencing
Architecture

Urban
Design

Design
Proposal
Figure 1. Fields of Research (Image By Author).

1.7

METHODS OF RESEARCH

The research question in itself implies a specific design solution. It is implied
that this solution would be ‘specific typologies’ within a ‘specific context’. To
achieve this design solution, it will be necessary to divide the architectural
research and analysis into two areas – typology and context.
Typology will be the largest area of research for this project. For this project
the term ‘typology’ is used both in an architectural sense as well as in an
urban planning sense. The architectural typology refers to that of mixed-use
development whilst the urban planning typology refers to the city realm.
Research into these two typologies will mainly target the general questions
of why, how and what. By collecting this information and then analysing what
is relevant to this project, a considered solution can be produced. The why
question refers to why this typology matters in architecture and planning – it
is necessary to understand and analyse the theory, history and background
of these typologies to justify the typologies as a design solution. The how
and what questions refer to how these typologies should be designed and
what they can physically look like – this is necessary for the development of
the design solution so that it is justified as a concept. All of these typological
questions will be answered through the understanding and analysis of existing
literary resources in the field and also architectural and design precedents.

Additionally, because the project will have a focus on people and the
environments that influence their experiences, there will be a small deviation
from architectural, planning and context research to investigate the science
behind human sensory experience. The research question addresses the
idea of ‘experience’ and so this investigation is imperative to be able to
understand how and what the human senses react to in the physical built
environment so that the design solution can manipulate these senses into
creating positive experiences, as opposed to the negative ones currently
associated with the site.
All of these methods of research will be occurring simultaneously throughout
the course of the project. They will also be occurring interchangeably with
the design of the solution. There is no set order for all the research to occur
in – it will occur as it is required to assist in making design decisions as the
design develops.

As with most architectural projects, context research is important. It is
especially important to this project because the background and scope of
the project have been driven by a real site situation. Initial observations have
been made through experience that only address basic workings of the site
but by gaining a more in-depth understanding of all of the components that
make up the site, a truly real design solution can be proposed. This project
will therefore encourage ‘traditional’ site analysis of physical conditions as
well as immersive site experiences to be able to further investigate, survey
and understand the site and how it works. The collection of all this data will
then aid in the conceptualisation of the design solution so that it can be a real
solution to the problems identified with the site.
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EXPERIENCING ARCHITECTURE
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2.1

PHENOMENOLOGY OF ARCHITECTURE

“Man’s most fundamental need is to experience his existence as meaningful.”
– Christian Norberg-Schulz6
Phenomenology is a branch of philosophy that studies phenomena, that
is, the “appearance of things, or things as they appear in our experience,
or the ways we experience things, thus the meanings things have in our
experience.”7 The phenomenology of architecture is therefore the study of
architectural phenomena, i.e. the perceived meaningfulness of architecture
that stems from our experiences with it.
Christian Norberg-Schulz, in his Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of
Architecture, discusses this philosophy and explains that the “task of the
architect is to create meaningful places.”8 The structure of place is prescribed
as the product of the two interdependent phenomena of space and
character. Where space is the composition of physical elements, character
is a conscious realisation of the space’s atmosphere.9 Meaningfulness,
Norberg-Schulz explains, is a conscious realisation that stems from the
experience of place through the automatic psychological functions of
orientation and identification. Through orientation, people can locate
themselves within the world and through identification, people can feel a
sense of belonging – these automatic functions allow us to mentally connect
to our surroundings and this is what initiates the realisation of meaning
towards a place.10
6 Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture (New
York: Rizzoli International Publications, 1980), 166.
7 “Phenomenology,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, updated December 16, 2013,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/phenomenology/
8 Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 5.
9 Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 11.
10 Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 22.
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This relationship between place and meaningfulness is essentially a
relationship between the physical (the given environment) and the
psychological (relative to each individual) and this makes the architect’s task
complex. Ultimately, the architect must rely on the end user to contribute
to their work by extracting the meaning from it based on their relative
experiences.11 This means the architect can really only give physical form
to spaces and character to enable experiences of meaning to occur – they
must focus on how the physical elements of the architecture or environment
would be experienced and perceived by the human senses and psyche.

2.2

THE SENSES & PERCEPTION

“Man’s relationship to his environment is a function of his sensory apparatus
plus how this is conditioned to respond.” – Edward T. Hall12
To perceive, is “the ability to see, hear, or become aware of something
through the senses.”13 The human body contains a number of sensory organs
that are constantly being stimulated by the external environment. Each
sense has its own specific stimuli and so different elements of the external
environment affect different senses. When the sensory receptors of sense
organs are stimulated, the nervous system reacts and produces a response
to the stimuli – a perception.14 The fact that the senses and perception are
‘hardwired’ into the human anatomy makes this an integral consideration
in the design of environments – as Pallasmaa succinctly concludes: “Our
contact with the world takes place at the boundary line of the self through
specialised parts of our enveloping membrane.”15
11 Juhani Pallasmaa and Peter B. MacKeith, Encounters 2: Architectural Essays (Helsinki:
Rakennustieto, 2012), 123.
12 Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, Anchor Books ed. (New York: Anchor, 1990), 62.
13 “Perception,” Lexico, accessed September 5, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/
perception
14 “Nervous System,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, updated August 27, 2019, https://www.
britannica.com/science/nervous-system
15 Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 12.

Ancient philosophy defined the human senses as having their own sense
organ. Sight, sound, smell, taste and touch were the five basic senses
derived based on this definition. Although these five senses do still stand,
modern philosophers no longer consider these the only senses. So, how
many senses are there? Based on a simple Google search, the answers vary.
To find the answer we must first define what is considered a sense. John
M. Henshaw, author of A Tour of the Senses: How your Brain Interprets
the World, redefines a sense as having a different sensory receptor (not a
different organ). Based on this definition, Henshaw, produces his list of nine
senses. The four additional senses in his list are generally also included in
lists found in other literature. Henshaw’s list of senses includes: sight, sound,
smell, taste, touch, balance, temperature, proprioception (body awareness)
and pain.16 By definition, the senses are the way that people perceive the
world around them and so this makes them closely linked to the way we
experience the world.
While it is fact that all humans have these senses for their nervous system
to respond to, it is critical to note that responses between individuals are
not identical. This is because people’s responses are based on a cultural
filter.17 Every person, throughout their whole life, perceives the world in a
way that is relative to the culture they are exposed to. Defined, culture is
“the ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or society”18
and so this cultural filter varies with each person. It is therefore imperative
for designers to anticipate the different responses they will be generating
by understanding the culture of the people that their environment is for.
The ideal solution would be one that accommodates every single person’s
cultural differences however, that would be an enormous task and so
considering common culture in design can be a valid solution.
16 John M. Henshaw, “How Many Senses do we have?,” John Hopkins University Press Blog
(blog), February 1, 2012, https://www.press.jhu.edu/news/blog/how-many-senses-do-wehave
17 Hall, Hidden Dimension, 2.
18 “Culture,” Lexico, accessed September 7, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/
culture

2.3

ACTIONS INFORMING EXPERIENCE

“I experience myself in the city, and the city exists through my embodied
experience. The city and my body supplement and define each other. I dwell in
the city and the city dwells in me.” – Juhani Pallasmaa19
An experience is defined as “an event or occurrence which leaves an
impression on someone.” 20 For the aims of this project it is necessary to focus
on positive experiences in particular.
Architecture, structures and the spaces in between are the ever-present
elements that form the cities people live in. Due to the constant interaction
with these city elements, every experience that a person has is influenced by
the city. The term ‘interaction’ is important here, it is not only the presence
of city elements that form experiences, the actions that these city elements
encourage people to perform are the primary experience enablers.21 Elements
of the built environment are not merely idle objects, they are interactive
objects that people perform activities with, e.g. windows enable seeing and
doors enable threshold crossing. Juhani Pallasmaa discusses this idea in his
text The Embodied Image and he concludes that people’s actions are what
form their architectural experiences.22
Henry Plummer, in his text The Experience of Architecture, states that people
like to be “in control of themselves”23 and they like to make their own
decisions – including how they navigate their surroundings (architecture and
19 Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 43.
20 “Experience,” Lexico, accessed September 7, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/
experience
21 Pallasmaa and MacKeith, Encounters 2, 123.
22 Juhani Pallasmaa, The Embodied Image: Imagination and Imagery in Architecture
(Chichester, England: John Wiley & Sons, 2011), 123.
23 Henry Plummer, The Experience of Architecture (London: Thames & Hudson, 2016), 8.
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the built environment). Plummer identifies the need for places to allow the
freedom to perform activities so that people form enjoyable experiences
because where there is a lack of freedom people will feel controlled and
confined – an experience that is typically not enjoyed e.g. as if imprisoned.24
To enable free action in places, Plummer states that architects must design
places that are “rich with invitations of agility and transformation, versatility
and discovery, presenting an all-pervasive field of action.”25 The invitation of
agility relates to the omnipresent element of the floor – as an element that
is always there, the floor can be manipulated in ways that enable people
to make their own navigational choices (experiences) by way of climbing,
descending, turning, etc.26 Transformation is the invitation that allows people
to physically control elements, for example doors, windows, etc. These types
of elements highlight the ability of people to ‘do’ and in having the freedom
to control elements, people can connect to a place in a deeper, meaningful
way.27 Versatility in spaces allows for people to decide for themselves what
their experiences become. When places are designed to have more than two
options of possible action, i.e. they are versatile, people are able to choose
for themselves what their actions are and they become the controllers of the
scenario – not the architect who designed the place.28 The fourth invitation
of discovery awakens the human beings “irrepressible curiosity about the
world.”29 People like to explore because it feeds this curiosity and architecture
that enables this exploration to occur is empowering. The freedom to explore
can be enabled through the clever amalgamation of transparent and opaque
elements. Together, the four of these invitations facilitate freedom to act and
this contributes significantly to the way (positive or negative) we feel in a place
through our embodied experience.
24 Plummer, Experience of Architecture, 11-12.
25 Plummer, Experience of Architecture, 207.
26 Plummer, Experience of Architecture, 21-27.
27 Plummer, Experience of Architecture, 67.
28 Plummer, Experience of Architecture, 117-123.
29 Plummer, Experience of Architecture, 159.
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Whilst there are a number of factors that influence experiences, it is ultimately
a human being’s actions in a place that influence experience the most. It is
therefore critical that these actions and especially the freedom to perform
them are enabled in the design of the built environment.

ACTION

OUTCOME

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS

Agility

People are free to make their
own navigational choices

Variety in terrains:
- Stairs
- Ramps
- Level changes

Transformation

People can physically control
the environment

Kinetic building elements:
- Doors
- Windows
- Gates

Versatility

People can decide for
themselves how a space will
function for them

Multivalent spaces:
- Alcoves
- Galleries
- Colonnades
- Ambiguous furniture

Discovery

People can explore

Creating Intrigue:
- Architectural Details
- Glimpses from afar (serial vision)
- Visual screens

Source: Data from Plummer, Experience of Architecture (2016).
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2.4

MULTI-SENSORY DESIGN

“Every touching experience of architecture is multi-sensory” – Juhani Pallasmaa30
It has been established that the way people perceive the world is through their
senses. It has also been established that people’s actions are what inform their
experiences the most. Both perception and experience are closely linked in that
they are both forms of mental imagery created by the external environment.
When the architectural intent is to improve user experiences, designing a multisensory place that evokes mental imagery becomes the task.
Kevin Lynch, in his book The Image of the City, discusses the idea of imageability
of place and states that this is possible when the physical elements of that place
have a higher probability of “evoking a strong image in any given observer.”31
Images are a composition of all senses in operation32 and a strong image is
vivid and coherent after the interaction with the place. Vividness and coherence
encourage people to enjoy a place, to connect to a place and then want to
return to it because of this meaningful connection33 – this makes multi-sensory
design crucial to enabling positive imageability of places.
Pallasmaa and Hall both discuss multi-sensory design theory. In each of
their writings, they collectively describe the need for multi-sensory design in
architecture because our bodies are naturally in constant dialogue with the
environment. To design a place as multi-sensory, it is necessary for elements
to stimulate the senses in a meaningful way. The effect that elements have
on the nine senses must be considered and evaluated. In doing this there is
an order of significance that the senses fall into to be relevant to the art of
architecture. Both Pallasmaa and Hall present touch and sight as the senses of
most significance. The touch sense “is the most personally experienced of all
30 Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 35.
31 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1960), 9.
32 Lynch, Image of the City, 2.
33 Lynch, Image of the City, 118.
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sensations”34 because it is the sense of “nearness, intimacy and affection.”35
Due to the physical contact involved, the perceived meaningfulness can be
deeper. Sight is generally considered the “principal means by which man
gathers information.”36 Pallasmaa describes sight as an extension of touch
– “the eye touches; the gaze implies an unconscious touch.”37 Based on our
memories and experience we are generally able to automatically perceive
what a particular surface is like and so through sight we can tell what the
touch of it will be like.38 What is physically seen contributes significantly to the
imagery that is formed of a place and so as well as surface material, light (the
stimuli for sight) is an important quality to consider in the design of a place.
Perceiving sound is a by-product of occupancy. Reverberation off of surfaces
ensures that sound is returned back to the creator. Selection of surface
materials becomes important when anticipating the quality of sounds to be
reverberated to people.
Architecturally, touch, sight and sound, are of higher significance because
these senses are stimulated directly by the architecture itself. The other six
senses – smell, taste, balance, temperature, proprioception and pain – are
less significant because they relate more to other stimuli in the environment,
e.g. the presence of other people or food; weather; an individual’s physical
and psychological state; etc. However, lesser significance does not mean that
they are insignificant to architectural design. Each of the nine senses can be
stimulated in some way, in varying degrees, to ensure a deeper, meaningful,
multi-sensory image of the built environment.

SIGHT
RETINAS
SMELL
OLFACTORY
RECEPTORS

SOUND
INNER EAR
BALANCE
INNER EAR

TASTE
TASTE BUDS

PAIN
SKIN
JOINTS / BONES
ORGANS
TEMPERATURE
SKIN
TOUCH
SKIN
PROPRIOCEPTION
MUSCLES
JOINTS
TENDONS

34 Hall, Hidden Dimension, 62.
35 Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 50.
36 Hall, Hidden Dimension, 65.
37 Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 45.
38 Steen E. Rasmussen, Experiencing Architecture, 2nd United States ed. (Cambridge MA:
M.I.T. Press, 1962), 24.

Figure 2. The Nine Human Senses (Image By Author).
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SENSE

RECEPTORS & STIMULI

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS

SENSE

RECEPTORS & STIMULI

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS

Sight

Receptors in the retina are
stimulated by images of light

- Lighting, artificial and natural
- Shadow
- Views
- Material qualities

Balance

Receptors of the vestibular
system in the ears are
stimulated by the body’s
movement, direction and
acceleration

- Space proportions
- Change in levels
- Floor surfaces

Touch

Receptors in the skin are
stimulated by physical
pressure

- Material qualities
- Texture

Temperature

Receptors in the skin are
stimulated by external heat /
coldness

- Interior, exterior
- Shelter
- Ventilation systems

Sound

Receptors in the ear are
stimulated by vibration in the
air

- Space proportions
- Material qualities
- Site Planning
- Soundproofing / buffering

Proprioception

Receptors in the skin, muscles
and joints are stimulated by
limb velocity, movement and
load

- Space qualities
- Floor surfaces
- Stairs, ramps

Smell

Multiple receptors in the nose
are all differently stimulated
by different smell molecules

- Site planning of functions
- Material qualities
- Landscaping, plants and flowers

Pain

Receptors in the skin, joints
and bones and organs are
stimulated by nerve or tissue
damage

TO AVOID PAIN:
- Ease in movement

Taste

Receptors on the tongue
(taste buds) are stimulated
by the substances they are in
contact with

- Site planning of functions (food)

Table 1.

The Nine Senses and Architectural Integration 1/2 (Table By Author).

Table 2.

The Nine Senses and Architectural Integration 2/2 (Table by Author).
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3.0
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URBAN DESIGN
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3.1

URBAN PLANNING: THEN & NOW

“Where pioneers of 1900 were concerned with the “standard” of life, their
successors in 2000 were talking about “quality” of life…” – Peter Hall39
The late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century saw
modern urban planning roar to life to combat the chaos generated by
the industrial city. Hausmann, Howard and Le Corbusier are some of the
most prominent names from this period of urban planning – they were the
visionaries for grand ideas such as The City Beautiful, The Garden City and The
Radiant City respectively. Collectively, these utopian planning ideas had one
common theme: to improve the standards of cities – to make them healthier
and liveable for the people. This was also the theme for most regulatory urban
planners during this time because the state of industrial cities and the people
that occupied them was so poor that it was a cause for public concern. As
these ideas developed during this modernist planning era, regulatory planning
systems and transportation technology developed as well. Cumulatively, this
aided in improving the poor standards of life created by the industrial city.40

This criticism led to urban planning collectively taking a different stance on
the methods for achieving liveable cities – one that more or less still stands
today. Jane Jacobs, the first of modernism’s critics, had observed that diversity
in functions and the presence of people was what brought good quality life
to the city, not the separation of functions and the presence of automobiles.
Jacobs led the charge for the many who believed the same – the postmodernists. The consideration for diversity and people in urban planning and
design is now the norm in the twenty-first century42 and as standards of life
are considerably better now due to our own advancements in technology
and social order, planners now focus on improving the quality of cities for the
people who use them.43
42 Jan Gehl, Cities for People (Washington, DC: Island Press, 2010), X, ProQuest Ebook Central
Ebook.
43 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 483.

The notion that the conditions of the industrial city were so poor that grand
utopian ideas were the answer was not so though. Although the intentions
were pure and the ideas were experimentally built, the overall methods
of achieving these ideas were questioned by critics. These movements all
proposed partial, if not complete, destruction of existing city fabric to make
way for new monumental cities. In the second half of the twentieth century,
criticism of these popularised and destructive ideas as dismissive of human
scale, became prominent.41

3.2

DIVERSITY & MIXED-USE

“If the downtown of tomorrow looks like most of the redevelopment projects
being planned for it today, it will end up a monumental bore. But downtown
could be made lively and exciting — and it’s not too hard to find out how.” –
Jane Jacobs44
Diversity in the city was Jacobs’ biggest argument against modernist
principles. She laid out four diversity generators necessary for successful
city design in her first book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities.
Her first generator called for districts to serve more than one function while
also serving people on different schedules i.e. day functions and night
functions so that different groups of people frequented the city at all times.
The second was for shorter blocks and streets, these would enable a greater
number of streets to be occupied because of the variety in shortcut choices
available for pedestrians to take. The third generator was for the mingling
of buildings that varied in age and condition. This would enable diversity
in economy because older buildings could accommodate small scale
businesses that cannot afford the high rent of new buildings and so, the city
could be a place for all kinds of businesses. Character of cities can also be
sustained through retaining older, historical buildings. The fourth calls for
sufficiently high densities of people to ensure there are enough people in the
city to actually give it life.45

was that there should be “an integration of activities - living, working, and
shopping as well as public, spiritual, and recreational activities – reasonably
near each other.”46 They claim that the mix, alongside density, brings life to the
city because there is an intensity of people performing different activities all at
the same time.
The density of people that diversity and mixed-use can introduce to the city
realm is a valid consideration to the problem of lifeless cities. By getting
people into the city, achieving liveliness in cities gets closer. To completely
achieve this liveliness, city spaces need to be inviting and popular amongst
the people to give them a sense of place so that people want to be there and
return to there.47
46 Allan Jacobs and Donald Appleyard, “Towards an Urban Design Manifesto,” Journal of the
American Planning Association 53, no. 1 (1987): 118.
47 Gehl, Cities for People, 63.

In their 1987 article Towards an Urban Design Manifesto, Allan Jacobs and
Donald Appleyard reiterate these ideas of diversity and mixed-use. Of
their five necessary physical characteristics for the urban environment, one
44 Jacobs, “Downtown is for People (Fortune Classic, 1958).”
45 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (Harmondsworth, England:
Penguin, 1964), 150-151.

39 Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow: An Intellectual History of Urban Planning and Design Since
1880, 4th ed. (Chichester, England: John Wiley & Sons, 2014), 483, ProQuest Ebook Central
Ebook.
40 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 7-11.
41 Jacobs, “Downtown is for People (Fortune Classic, 1958).”

Figure 3. A model of Le Corbusier’s Radiant City (Image Author unknown).
Figure 4. Jacob’s Four Diversity Generators: diverse functions, shorter
streets, diversity in building ages, high density of people (Image by Author).
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3.3

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

“TOD is a straightforward concept: concentrate a mix of moderately dense
and pedestrian-friendly development around transit stations to promote
transit riding, increased walk and bicycle travel, and other alternatives to the
use of private cars.” – Renne, Curtis & Bortolini48
Transit oriented development has become a common output in urban
planning. Cities all over the world are incorporating it into their urban fabrics
as a way to combat the priority that we give to the pedestrian nuisance, cars.
The convenience that cars provide, especially in cities where public transport
infrastructure is not as prioritised as road infrastructure, is one of the main
reasons why people use cars.
It is a given that where using a car is more convenient than using public
transport, the car will be the preferred transportation option. Cars, however,
can be a nuisance to pedestrians when the effects that cars have on
pedestrians have not been considered in planning design. First of all, diesel
and petrol cars contribute to air pollution which pedestrians have to breathe
in close proximity to – pedestrian only streets can be a way to maximise
the distance between vehicle exhausts and pedestrians (although cars
will still pollute the air regardless). Secondly, vehicles can be hazardous to
pedestrians meaning they must always be vigilant of the potential dangers
that surrounding vehicles could pose – again pedestrian only streets
and even wider footpaths can give pedestrians a peace of mind that the
presence of cars often disturbs. Thirdly, people in cars means that there are
fewer pedestrians who can feel that the city is for them. By increasing the
convenience and attractiveness of public transport and the pedestrian life,
48 Carey Curtis, John L. Renne and Luca Bortolini, Transit Oriented Development : Making it
Happen, (Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2009), 23, ProQuest Ebook Central Ebook.
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we can begin to level the numbers of cars to pedestrians and change those
feelings.

3.4

Transit oriented development works with two elements – a good publictransport-pedestrian system and a good mix of functions in close proximity
to the public transport stations/stops. These two elements together make
using public transport convenient and so to combat the nuisance caused by
cars, transit oriented development becomes the solution.

“The only successful approach to designing great cities for people must have
city life and city space as a point of departure. It is the most important – and
the most difficult approach, and it cannot be left until later in the process.” –
Jan Gehl51

In A Pattern Language, Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa and Murray
Silverstein note “Interchange” as one of their built environment patterns.
They note that steady users keep public transport going. Access to public
transport and between modes of public transport “must be extremely
convenient and easy to use.”49 There must be a local population (either
workplace or residential) that need access to public transport and the
interchange station must link up to the pedestrian flow. Alison and Peter
Smithson, in their text The Charged Void: Urbanism also discuss these ideas
about interchanges and notion that interchanges are the “fixes”50 to cities.

DESTINATION

This all makes sense – when public transport is convenient, as it is with cars,
it has the potential to be well used. This would enable more pedestrian
activity in cities and that would help achieve the desired urban liveliness.

PEDESTRIAN
TRANSIT

PEDESTRIAN
TRANSIT

WITHIN CLOSE
PROXIMITY

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
FACILITY

49 Christopher Alexander et al, A Pattern Language (New York: Oxford University Press,
1977), 185.
50 Alison Smithson and Peter Smithson, The Charged Void: Urbanism (New York: Monacelli
Press, 2005), 78.
Figure 5. Public transport facilities in close walking proximity
to destinations encourages pedestrianism (Image by Author).

THE HUMAN DIMENSION

In Jacobs’ seminal article Downtown is for People she suggested planners
consider designing cities for how people actually use them. In 1971, Jan Gehl
published Life Between Buildings. The term ‘Life’ referred to people and in his
2010 text Cities for People he made his views on city design clear in the title
itself. Numerous others have agreed with the need to design cities for people
and it is subsequently a large part of what urban planning in the twenty-first
century is about.
In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jacobs advocated that people
as pedestrians needed to be in the streets to give the city life – if they didn’t
occupy the streets, the city was dead. To get people in the streets – to make
the city lively – people needed to feel safe enough to use them because “the
sight of people attracts still other people.” 52
In Cities for People, Gehl states that cities need to be designed for the human
dimension so that they become, not only safe, but lively, sustainable and
healthy for pedestrians.53 To achieve these four city qualities, Gehl presents
a design toolbox of twelve human dimension criteria. Categorised into three
sections – protection, comfort and delight – the twelve criteria are his guide
to designing the pedestrian realm. All of these criteria appear in some form or
other in postmodern and twenty-first century urban design literature and so
Gehl’s toolbox is useful in that it provides this information collectively.
51 Gehl, Cities for People, 198.
52 Jacobs, Death and Life of Great American Cities, 37.
53 Gehl, Cities for People, 6.
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Comfort for the pedestrian is the biggest section of Gehl’s toolbox. It is
concerned with enabling pedestrians to feel comfortable in performing the
most basic of activities so that their participation in these activities creates
liveliness. In the city, the pedestrian should be allowed the opportunities to
walk; stand and stay; sit; see; talk and listen; and play and exercise. While
all are equally important there are a few of these activities that have more
support from other urban designers.
William H. Whyte, in his vigorous studies of public spaces, identifies sitting
design as essential in the city because regardless of whether it is considered in
design or not “people tend to sit most where there are places to sit.”55
As a criterion, seeing is one of the more complex senses because it relates
to more than just what is in your field of vision and how designers can
enable comfortable vision in the city. Seeing is one of the human senses that
influences your perception, experience and sense of place the most and so
designers need to be conscious of what they are producing for the perceptual
dimension as well56 (as discussed in 2.0 Experiencing Architecture).

Walking is the most referenced criteria because it is what most pedestrians
do – they walk. Vicente del Rio in his article on urbanity and the flâneur states
that “we are only able to fully enjoy urbanity and a city’s urban design qualities
through our daily experience and explorations and, most certainly, walking.”57
It is therefore most imperative that the activity of walking is comfortable and
inclusive for everyone.
The third section of Gehl’s toolbox enables pedestrians to feel delighted in
city spaces – they should take pleasure in being there so that they continue to
populate these spaces. To consider space scale, positive climate aspects and
sensory experiences is all that is required to inform a delightful experience in
the city which prompts return.

PROTECTION AGAINST
CRIME AND VIOLENCE
— FEELING SECURE

PROTECTION AGAINST
UNPLEASANT SENSORY
EXPERIENCES

· Protection for
pedestrians
· Eliminating fear of traffic

· Lively public realm
· Eyes on the street
· Overlapping functions
day and night
· Good lighting

·
·
·
·
·

OPPORTUNITIES
TO WALK

OPPORTUNITIES TO
STAND/STAY

OPPORTUNITIES TO SIT

·
·
·
·
·

· Edge effect/
attractive zones for
standing/staying
· Supports for standing

· Zones for sitting
· Utilizing advantages:
view, sun, people
· Good places to sit
· Benches for resting

OPPORTUNITIES
TO SEE

OPPORTUNITIES TO
TALK AND LISTEN

OPPORTUNITES FOR
PLAY AND EXERCISE

· Reasonable viewing
distances
· Unhindered sightlines
· Interesting views
· Lighting (when dark)

· Low noise levels
· Street furniture that
provides “talkscapes”

· Invitations for
creativity, physical
activity, exercise and play
· By day and night
· In summer and winter

SCALE

OPPORTUNITIES TO ENJOY
THE POSITIVE ASPECTS OF
CLIMATE

POSITIVE SENSORY
EXPERIENCES

· Buildings and
spaces designed
to human scale

· Sun/shade
· Heat/coolness
· Breeze

· Good design and
detailing
· Good materials
· Fine views
· Trees, plants, water

Gehl’s twelve criteria describe the physical aspects of being a pedestrian in
the city. Pedestrians experience the city realm in the closest proximity and
therefore it is important that these physical aspects are considered because
where pedestrians do not feel protected, comfortable and delighted, they will
feel as if they do not belong there – a tragedy as the city will subsequently die.
57 Vicente del Rio, “Urbanity, the Flâneur, and the Visual Qualities of Urban Design: A Walk in
Lisbon, Portugal,” Focus 12, no. 1 (2016): 67, https://doi.org/10.15368/focus.2016v12n1.4

opyright © 2010. Island Press. All rights reserved.

Delight

54 “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs,” Simply Psychology, updated 2018, https://www.
simplypsychology.org/maslow.html
55 William H. Whyte, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces (Washington, DC: The
Conservation Foundation, 1980), 28.
56 Matthew Carmona et al, Public Places, Urban Spaces: The Dimensions of Urban Design,
2nd ed. (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2010), 112.
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Protection

Both Jacobs and Gehl insist on the quality of safety but, safety from what?
Gehl’s toolbox identifies that pedestrians require protection against traffic
and accidents; crime and violence; and unpleasant sensory experiences.
These criteria allow for the basic human psychological and safety needs to be
fulfilled.54

PROTECTION AGAINST
TRAFFIC AND ACCIDENTS
— FEELING SAFE

Comfort

keyword list: 12 quality criteria concerning the pedestrian landscape

Room for walking
No obstacles
Good surfaces
Accessibility for everyone
Interesting façades

Wind
Rain/snow
Cold/heat
Pollution
Dust, noise, glare

Figure 6. Jan Gehl’s Human Dimension Design Toolbox (Image by Jan Gehl).
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3.5

PUBLIC SPACES

“The conclusion that if better city space is provided, use will increase is
apparently valid in large city public spaces, and individual city spaces and all
the way down to the single bench or chair…” Jan Gehl58
Most of the spaces between buildings are public spaces – sidewalks, streets,
lanes, parks, plazas, squares, etc. These public spaces can be categorised into
two types: “movement space: the street, and experience space: the square.”59
These two types of spaces collectively make up the pedestrian realm and are
therefore the spaces where liveliness happens. This makes the design of public
spaces crucial in city design.
William H. Whyte was an urbanist who studied the behaviour of people in
cities. His findings supported the claims that people were the life of the
city and through his extensive research he was able to deduce the essential
elements of successful public spaces. He published his findings in his texts
The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces and City: Rediscovering the Centre. His
essential elements of public spaces include sitting spaces; climate control and
manipulation; landscaping and water; food; good street-plaza relationship;
being a place for everyone; being the right size and; having good edges.
Whether movement space or experience space, these elements enable
liveliness.

The quality of liveliness in cities is an important element of urban design
planning. Planners work towards creating public spaces for pedestrians
because without people in these spaces they are empty, and the city becomes
dead. This image of a dead city is unappealing, it simply does not encourage
people to feel anything positive towards it and so they have no incentive to
want to be there. To avoid this negative imagery and subsequent repulsion,
designers need to design successful city spaces that people want to be in.

4.0

CASE STUDIES

Outdoor public spaces are not exclusively the only public spaces though.
Indoor public spaces, although “not as public,”60 can be successful methods of
continuing liveliness within buildings because this is often filtered out as soon
as the façade line is penetrated. Atriums, arcades and courtyards are a few
examples of what lively indoor public spaces could be.
58 Gehl, Cities for People, 17.
59 Gehl, Cities for People, 38.
60 Whyte, Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, 79.
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4.1

LEGEND

CIRCULATION TYPOLOGIES

Human Dimension design has been established as crucial to the design
of urban spaces and so, Jan Gehl’s Human Dimension Toolbox becomes
a valuable asset in the analysis and development of any urban place. The
project aims to improve pedestrian experience and so to ensure a design
proposal that was contextually relevant, an analysis of existing urban spaces
in Auckland city centre and fringe areas against Gehl’s toolbox criteria has
been conducted.

Streetscapes
Open Spaces
28

Note: Site 16 is not
in map area

29

2

The types of urban spaces analysed were selected based on relevance to the
project, that is, urban spaces that relate to pedestrian circulation. The three
circulation typologies analysed and discussed are Streetscapes, Open Spaces,
and Integrated Thoroughfares. Matrix tables and diagrams document all the
data analysed with common design elements being identified and discussed.

14

21

13

20

4
3

26

12

5

7

AUCKLAND CBD

11

23

Note: Each site is numbered
individually for reference

18

1

22

Integrated Thoroughfares

19

24
6

17

31

27

8

30
15
Left to Right:
Figure 7. Map of Auckland CBD Sites (Image by Author).
Figure 8. Map of Newmarket Sites (Image by Author).
Figure 9. Map of Auckland CBD Sites 2 (Image by Author).
Figure 10. Map of Ponsonby Sites (Image by Author).
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9

AUCKLAND CBD

NEWMARKET

10

PONSONBY
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4.1.1 Streetscapes
For the purpose of the project, a streetscape is defined as a linear space with
a flow of traffic – either vehicular and pedestrian or only pedestrian. The
study of the selected streetscapes highlighted a number of notable elements
that can be considered in the design proposal due to their ability to generate
pedestrian activity. Where elements were found to belong to a number of the
sites, consideration of the element in the design would be more convincing.
Varying sense of enclosure was a common element found between sites.
In a number of the streetscapes, the proportions of the space between the
edges of the streetscape changed as the whole length of it was travelled.
Proportions of space are linked to a person’s sense of enclosure and so this
variation in space allows for a person’s senses to be constantly engaged and
reacting to the different stimuli. In speaking of proportion, it is noted that
the streetscape or footpath widths are always wide enough to accommodate
high pedestrian foot traffic.
Another common element was the lack of canopies or protection from
undesirable weather. When the buildings that line streetscapes do not
provide canopies, pedestrians need to provide their own means of protection
from undesirable weather and when they do not have these means to protect
themselves, they may become restricted in the streetscapes they can use to
walk. In a city like Auckland where the weather can be so unpredictable, it
would pay to provide pedestrian streets that are not restrictive in use due to
bad weather.
Feeling secure in streetscapes is of importance to pedestrians – where people
feel safe, they will use a street. Activation of streetscapes during the day and
at night was a common theme found in the sites that established a sense of
security. While this is not to do with the physical qualities of the streetscape
itself, it highlights the importance of what the edges of the streetscapes do.
A mixture of different functions that have varying operating hours allows for
there to be a constant people presence and this is what attracts people to
use a space.

38

Figure 11. Site 7 - Jean Batten Place, Auckland CBD (Image by Auckland Design Manual).
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STREETSCAPES

WALKING

SEEING

STANDING / STAYING

SITTING

TALKING / LISTENING

CLIMATE PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

Site 1
Te Ara Tahuhu Walkway
Auckland CBD

- 204m full length
- 3x sections (62 + 57 + 85m) (narrow +
open + enclosed)
- Unimpeded except to cross road
(island provided), walking rhythm mostly
consistent
- Flat, straight and long path with varying
widths of sections

- Well lit at night (led string lights)
- Length of each section is visible (<100m)
- No obstructed view

- Facade walls
- Colonnades / columns
- Niches between tree planters
- Light well cone features

- Benches down centre of narrow path
- Tables along edge
- Light well cones sometimes used,
climbed on

- Quiet - no cars, pedestrian only except
when crossing road to continue path
- Tables for sitting around encourage
talking
- Back to back and single benches don’t
encourage talking between strangers

- 2 sections are open to elements
- 1 section completely enclosed
- Colonnades provide shelter externally
- E/W orientation - one side shaded more

- No cars, island provided at crossing
- Restaurants/bars/public transport
activate walkway day and night
- Well lit, good visibility

Site 2
Galway Street
Auckland CBD

- 325m full length
- Sidewalks for pedestrians, shared zone in
one section
- 3x sections (122 + 87 + 116m)
- Flat, straight and long with varying
widths of sections
- Unimpeded except to cross road, walking
rhythm mostly consistent

- Well lit at night
- Mostly whole length of section is visible
(<100m)
- No obstructed view

- Facade niches

- Benches in one section
- Facade niches

- Noise from traffic and construction
- Single benches don’t encourage talking
between strangers

- Canopy over in one section over
footpath, otherwise no shelter
- E/W orientation - one side shaded more

- Restaurants/bars/clubs/public transport
activate street day and night
- Primary train station access
- Well lit at night
- Deep facade niches = hiding places
- Cars

Site 3
Roukai Lane
Auckland CBD

- 30m length
- Shortcut between buildings
- Obstructions in way, need to weave
through - disturbed rhythm
- Flat and straight

- Obstructed views, cannot see other end
especially when outdoor bar/dining areas
are busy
- Well lit, dim ambient lighting
- View from Custom St mostly blocked off

- Facade columns, niches

- Bar/restaurant outdoor areas
- Benches

- Main road with lots of traffic at one end
- Music fills space at night

- Canopies most of length, both sides for
bar areas
- Distance between buildings and N/S
orientation means shaded mostly

- Restaurants/bars activate walkway day
and night
- Well lit
- Lots of people in close proximity

Site 4
Fort Lane
Auckland CBD

- 104m length
- Ramped and straight
- Shared street
- Consistent walking rhythm

- Unobstructed view whole length of street - Facade walls

- Cafe / bar seating and tables

- Limited cars / service vehicle traffic
- Main road with lots of traffic at one end

- No canopies

- Neon red light strip down whole length
of street lighting it up
- Restaurants/bars/clubs activate walkway
day and night
- Good visibility all the time
- Cars

Site 5
Fort Street
Auckland CBD

- 375m length
- Shared zone sections and sidewalk
sections
- Flat
- Winding road, has a bend
- Rhythm interruptions - crossing roads,
cars
- 4x sections (105 + 80 + 135 + 55m)

- Obstructed views width wise in one
section
- Can see full lengths of sections
unobstructed

- Benches along edges

- Vehicle traffic constant

- Canopies both sides almost whole length
of street
- E/W orientation - one side shaded more

- Restaurants/bars/hostels activate
walkway day and night
- Consistent flow of people
- Mostly good visibility
- Cars

40

- Facade niches and walls
- Street furniture

Table 3.

Data Collected for Streetscape Typology Sites 1/3 (Table by Author).
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STREETSCAPES

WALKING

SEEING

STANDING / STAYING

SITTING

TALKING / LISTENING

CLIMATE PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

Site 6
O’Connell Street
Auckland CBD

- 100m full length
- Shared street
- Flat, ramped, straight
- Walking rhythm consistent

- Well lit, street lamps abundant
- No obstructed view, can see whole street

- Facade niches and walls
- Street furniture

- Benches along edges
- Cafe/restaurant seating

- Limited traffic
- Main road one end
- Close benches

- Few canopies
- Trees for shade

- Few night time activators
- Well lit at night
- Good visibility
- Cars

Site 7
Jean Batten Place
Auckland CBD

- 50m full length
- Consistent walking rhythm
- Shared street
- Flat, slight ramp, straight and short

- Well lit, street lamps abundant
- No obstructed view, can see whole street

- Facade walls

- Benches along one edge

- Vehicle traffic constant
- Facing benches for conversations across

- 1 small canopy

- Good visibility
- Well lit
- One night activator - pizza outlet
- Cars

Site 8
Vulcan Lane
Auckland CBD

- 99mm full length
- 2x sections (63m + 36m)
- Pedestrian only street
- Straight, ramped
- Pedestrian crossing separates 2 sections
(breaks walking rhythm)
- One section wide, one section narrow

- Can see full length of each section
- Narrow street can be obstructed when
lots of people
- Well lit at night

- Few building niches and edges

- Benches down centre of wide section
- Lots of exterior cafe/restaurant/bar
seating along edges

- No cars through, only perpendicular at
ends
- Lots of chatter at cafe/restaurant/bar
seating

- Narrowness means shaded
- Canopies for walking under but limited
because canopies used for dining seating
- Canopies to most buildings of one
section
- Narrow section canopies are for dining
under only

- Lighting from bars/restaurants in one
section
- Narrow section is dark at night, light
from few dining places only

Site 9
Durham Lane
Auckland CBD

- 57m full length
- Flat, ramped, narrow
- Pedestrian only street
- Unobstructed except when crowds
gather waiting for food

- Unobstructed views
- Dim lighting at night

- Blank walls and building edges

- Cafe/restaurant/bar seating

- No cars through, roads at each end
- Chatter at bar/restaurant seating

- Mostly shaded (street orientation E/W)
- No canopies

- Few night time activators
- Dim lighting at night but some dark
spots

Site 10
Nuffield Street
Newmarket

- 140m full length
- Wide footpaths
- Straight

- Unobstructed views

- Between trees
- Building edges

- Benches at edges
- Cafe seating at edges

- Cars, trucks, motorbikes

- Canopies in different lengths
- Open air
- Uncovered seating

- Well lit
- Few night time activators
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Table 4.

Data Collected for Streetscape Typology Sites 2/3 (Table by Author).
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STREETSCAPES

WALKING

SEEING

STANDING / STAYING

SITTING

TALKING / LISTENING

CLIMATE PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

Site 11
Osborne Lane
Newmarket

- ‘T’ plan
- Is a destination, not thoroughfare
- Pedestrians only
- Narrow so can get crowded
- Short distances (45m, 40m)

- Unobstructed views but can see around
corners

- Edges
- Standing is generally for when waiting

- Restaurant seating
- Open courtyard seating
- Seating is function based (dining) so no
public seating

- Chatter amongst groups

- Covered outdoor dining
- Open air

- Night time activators
- Good lighting and visibility
- Secluded

Site 12
Teed Street
Newmarket

- 235m full length
- 2x sections (68m + 167m)
- Wide footpaths
- Flat, straight
- Narrow then wide

- Unobstructed views

- Trees
- Bike racks
- Building walls
- Niches

- Benches
- Cafe seating

- Constant cars, trucks, motorbikes

- Some canopies on buildings
- Open air

- Well-lit
- Street lamps
- Few night time activators

Site 13
Osborne Street
Newmarket

- 173m full length
- 2x sections (81m + 92m)
- Wide footpaths
- Flat, straight

- Unobstructed views

- Between tree planter boxes
- Walls

- Benches at edges
- Cafe seating at edges

- Cars, trucks, motorbikes

- Canopies in different lengths
- Open air
- Uncovered seating

- Well lit
- Few night time activators
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Table 5.

Data Collected for Streetscape Typology Sites 3/3 (Table by Author).
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46

Figure 12. Site 1 Section
(Image by Author).

Figure 13. Site 2 Sections
(Image by Author).

Figure 14. Site 3 Section
(Image by Author).

Figure 15. Site 4 Section
(Image by Author).

Figure 16. Site 5 Sections
(Image by Author).

Figure 17. Site 6 Section
(Image by Author).

1

2

3

4

5

6

TE ARA TAHUHU WALKWAY
AUCKLAND CBD

GALWAY STREET
AUCKLAND CBD

ROUKAI LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

FORT LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

FORT STREET
AUCKLAND CBD

O’CONNELL STREET
AUCKLAND CBD

Sense of Enclosure Varies
Wide Pathways
Well Lit
Seating
Straight and Flat
Outdoor Dining

Day & Night Activation
Sense of Enclosure Varies

Obstructed Path
Short Length
Poor Visibility
Day & Night Activation
Outdoor Dining

Constant Walking Rhythm
Good Visibility
No Canopy Cover
Day & Night Activation
Straight & Ramped

Flat & Winding
Interrupted Walking Rhythm
Continuous Canopies
Day & Night Activation
Outdoor Dining

Straight & Ramped
Well Lit
Good Visibility
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Figure 18. Site 7 Section
(Image by Author).

Figure 19. Site 8 Sections
(Image by Author).

Figure 20. Site 9 Section
(Image by Author).

Figure 21. Site 10 Section
(Image by Author).

Figure 22. Site 11 Sections
(Image by Author).

Figure 23. Site 12 Sections
(Image by Author).

Figure 24. Site 12 Sections
(Image by Author).

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

JEAN BATTEN PLACE
AUCKLAND CBD

VULCAN LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

DURHAM LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

NUFFIELD STREET
NEWMARKET

OSBORNE LANE
NEWMARKET

TEED STREET
NEWMARKET

OSBORNE STREET
NEWMARKET

Short Length
No Canopy Cover
Facing Benches
Straight & Flat
Constant Walking Rhythm
Good Visibility

Day & Night Activation
Sense of Enclosure Varies
Straight & Ramped
Outdoor Dining

Outdoor Dining
Short Length
Straight & Ramped

Wide Pathways
Continuous Canopies
Large Trees

Short Lengths
Destination
Outdoor Dining
Day & Night Activators

Wide Pathways
Well Lit

Wide Pathways
Well Lit
Straight & Flat
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4.1.2 Open Spaces
For the purpose of the project, an open space is defined as a large, public,
non-linear space where pedestrians can stop and stay or flow through.
The study of the selected open spaces highlighted a number of notable
elements that can be considered in the design proposal due to their ability to
encourage pedestrians to stop and occupy the space instead of just passing
through. Where elements were found to belong to a number of the sites,
consideration of the element in the design would be more convincing.
Seating in an open space is mandatory if the aim is to get people to stop in
a space. It allows people to relax and let go of the rush to keep walking. The
open spaces analysed all provide seating in varying capacities and contexts,
this subsequently affects the usage of the seating. Benches provided at
the edges of the spaces allow people to linger in the space while not
drawing attention to themselves. Stepped seating has the ability to draw
crowds in open spaces. In the spaces analysed, when the weather permits,
office workers flock to the steps to enjoy their lunch. This type of seating
also facilitates audiences to sit when there is some form of entertainment
occurring in the space. Isolated seating, that is seating in the middle of the
open space, tended to be neglected, again the mentality of not wanting to
draw attention plays a role in this.
Grass lawns and large trees provide places in open spaces for people to
stop. Grass lawn, with or without furniture, provides a place to sit or play.
Large trees provide places to sit or stand under because of their ability to
shelter and provide shade. Water features were found in four of the six open
spaces analysed. People like the look, sound and feel of water61 and so water
features can entice people to stop in an open space for the purpose of
enjoying the sensory experience it stimulates.
61 Whyte, Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, 47-48.
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There was a majority across the sites in terms of how the open space was
accessed by pedestrians. Almost all of the sites had edge access, only one site
had point access. Where sites had edge access, a pedestrian could enter the
space from any point along the edge. Point access means just that – there is
a point location along an edge that pedestrians must use as the threshold to
enter the space. The benefit of edge access over point access is that it can be
more welcoming to pedestrians because there would be less ambiguity over
how, where and by whom a space can be used.
Again, activation of open space for security is important – when people feel
secure enough to use a space, they will use it. To ensure around-the-clock
activation of the space, the provision of multiple functions with varying
operating hours in the vicinity of the space, is necessary. Occasional pop-up
events within open space was another identified means of activating open
spaces.

OPEN SPACE

SIZE SHAPE & AREA

EDGES (N, E, S, W)

ACCESS

FEATURES

Site 14
Takutai Square
Auckland CBD

- Rectangle, 66m x 37m approx.
- 2168 sqm approx.

- Road with footpath
- Retail/office building with colonnade
- Shared street
- Road with footpath

- Via all edges

- Fountain
- Lawn (very popular)
- Seasonal furniture
- Small trees

Site 15
Freyberg Place
Auckland CBD

- Irregular plan, 40m x 35m approx. - Civic building with colonnade
- 1095 sqm approx.
- Shared street and road with footpath
intersection
- Stepped seating / hotel tower
- Road with footpath

- Via two edges

- Stepped seating (very popular)
- Fountain
- Big trees with seating around
- Statue of namesake

Site 16
Federal Square
Auckland CBD

- Rectangle, 46m x 23m approx.
- 1050 sqm approx.

- Road with footpath
- Stairs walkway / apartment tower
- Shared street / church
- Ramp walkway / apartment building

- Via all edges

- Stepped seating
- Bench seating
- Fountain
- Lawn
- Big trees

Site 17
Station Square
Newmarket

- Square, 38m x 40m approx.
- 1590 sqm approx.

- Building underpass / retail / apartment
building
- Train station
- Retail / apartment building with colonnade
- Retail / apartment building with colonnade

- Via two points, through
underpass alley way and
through thoroughfare in
building

- Planter box trees with seating
- Tree sculptures

Site 18
Lumsden Green
Newmarket

- Irregular plan, 30m x 40m approx. - Carpark building
- 2125 sqm approx.
- Main road, landscaped buffer
- Main road
- Pedestrian walkway, restaurants

- Via all edges

- Fountain
- Sculpture
- Bench seating
- Lawn
- Big trees

Site 19
5 Teed Street
Newmarket

- Rectangle, 9m x 30m approx.
- 278 sqm approx.

- Via two edges

- Bench seating
- Big trees

Table 6.

- Road with footpath
- Seating with planting, carpark
- Carpark building, hidden entry
- Restaurant, blank wall

Data Collected for Open Space Typology Sites 1 (Table by Author).
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OPEN SPACE

WALKING

SEEING

STANDING / STAYING

SITTING

TALKING / LISTENING

CLIMATE PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

Site 14
Takutai Square
Auckland CBD

- Wide walkway down the centre and all
edges
- Flat, only two small steps one side
- Purposeful and leisurely walking

- Generally unobstructed views, can see
across whole space
- Furniture, trees, columns can obstruct
views at times

- Colonnade to one edge
- Columns
- Street edges
- Trees

- Lawn, has seasonal furniture
- Benches at edges
- Bollards
- Large rocks
- Tables with chairs

- Three short, secondary roads around
(less traffic)
- Construction noise
- Fountain creates intermittent sound

- Completely uncovered space
- One colonnade edge for shelter
- Pleasant and enjoyable space in good
weather

- Lots of people in the daytime
- Well lit at night
- Restaurants / bars activate at night time

Site 15
Freyberg Place
Auckland CBD

- Utilised as a thoroughfare
- Purposeful and leisurely walking
- Flat, ramped

- Trees are obstructive

- Trees
- Under canopy
- Columns
- Railing

- Stepped seating
- Benches around trees
- Seating all at edges of space
- Performances in the space encourage an
audience

- Two roads to edge but are secondary/
shared roads so less traffic
- Fountain creates constant sound

- Covered canopy / colonnade
- Uncovered, no use in rain, otherwise
enjoyable
- Large trees provide some shade

- Well lit at night
- Uses around area enable use at night hotel, bars, restaurants, clubs

Site 16
Federal Square
Auckland CBD

- Dedicated walking spaces along edges
- Ramp and stair options
- Purposeful and leisurely walking

- Generally good visibility, large trees can

- Trees
- Stair landings

- Benches at edges
- Stepped seating in centre of space
- Lawn

- Vehicle noise is minor
- Construction areas around, lots of noise
- Fountain creates constant sound

- Entirely open
- Large trees provide shade
- No rain cover
- Pleasant in the sun

- Okay lighting, some dark areas at night
- Fountain and walkways lit
- Sense of security in the place at night is
less (undesirable characters)

Site 17
Station Square
Newmarket

- Flat
- Thoroughfare in and out of station

- Unobstructed views when in centre of
space
- Edges and exits are concealed
- Cannot see space from outside of the
buildings enclosing it

- Columns
- Canopies, building overhangs,
colonnades

- Steps
- Eeriness, so quiet except when trains go
past
- Tree sculpture bases
- Seating around tree planter boxes spread
out space

- Canopies and colonnades at edges for
protection
- Centre space all open to sky
- Buildings all four side casts shadow
throughout day

- Security guards present
- Space closed at night time now due to
vandalism and crime
- Few people who stay in the space so less
surveillance

Site 18
Lumsden Green
Newmarket

- Flat
- Unobstructed within
- Paths through centre / cutting across
- Visual separation between roads and
- Footpath separated from space with trees space
/ planting

- Fountain / sculpture

- Rocks at edge / centre
- Benches at edges

- Main road noise is loud
- Fountain sound constant

- Open completely
- Shade from trees

- Dining around activates at night
- Well lit

Site 19
5 Teed Street
Newmarket

- Thoroughfare
- Flat

- Blank wall

- Benches to one whole edge
- Cafe seating

- Eerie, some chatter from cafe

- Open completely
- Trees for shade

- Carpark open until 11, after that chances
of activation at night low
- Lighting at night
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- Can see whole space but cannot see
beyond one access edge (going in blind)

Table 7.

Data Collected for Open Space Typology Sites 2 (Table by Author).
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Map
14
TAKUTAI SQUARE
AUCKLAND CBD

´

Lawn
Fountain
Colonnade
Seating / Furniture
Active Edges

Figure 25. Site 14 Aerial View (Image by Auckland Council).
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15
FREYBERG PLACE
AUCKLAND CBD
Stepped Seating
Colonnade
Fountain
Active Edges
Big Trees
Day & Night Activation

Figure 26. Site 14 Sections (Image by Author).

Figure 27. Site 15 Aerial View (Image Author unknown).

Figure 28. Site 15 Section (Image by Author).
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16
FEDERAL SQUARE
AUCKLAND CBD
Day Activation
Fountain
Lawn
Stepped Seating

Map

Auckland Council

´

Map

17
STATION SQUARE
NEWMARKET

´

Tree Planter Boxes / Seating
Inactive Edges
Not a Destination
Newmarket
Railway
Station

Figure 29. Site 16 Aerial View (Image by Auckland Council).
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Figure 30. Site 16 Sections (Image by Author).

Figure 31. Site 17 Aerial View (Image by Auckland Council).

Figure 32. Site 17 Sections (Image by Author).
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Map
18
LUMSDEN GREEN
NEWMARKET

Auckland Council

´

Lawn
Seating
Fountain

19

Map

5 TEED STREET
NEWMARKET

´

Small
Seating

Newmarket
Railway
Station

Figure 33. Site 18 Aerial View (Image by Auckland Council).
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Figure 34. Site 18 Sections (Image by Author).

Figure 35. Site 19 Aerial View (Image by Auckland Council).

Figure 36. Site 19 Sections (Image by Author).
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4.1.3 Integrated Thoroughfares
For the purpose of the project, an Integrated Thoroughfare is defined
as a pedestrian link specifically designed to run through a building or
development. The study of the integrated thoroughfares highlighted
a number of notable elements that can be considered in the design
proposal due to their ability to encourage pedestrian circulation through
architecture. Where elements were found to belong to a number of the sites,
consideration of the element in the design would be more convincing.
Due to the ambiguity involved in whether integrated thoroughfares are
public or private, the necessity to express this visually becomes important.
Where the sites were publicly accessible, entries were open and unrestrictive.
This enables pedestrians to feel free to include routes through buildings or
developments in their journeys.

With a majority of the thoroughfares being interior, the qualities of light in the
space become important because of the physical separation from the natural
light outside. Of the analysed spaces, some were bright and full of light whilst
others were dim and dark. These qualities were found to be reflective of the
functions that the architecture or developments catered for. In most cases,
where there were bars and restaurants, artificial lighting was used to allow
for the moody (dim) ambience of these functions to be achieved. Where the
spaces were for retail and public facilities, the spaces were bright with natural
daylight allowed to enter through glass roofs.
Access to or activation of the thoroughfares was often found to end when
the operating hours of the functions in the building or development were
over. Retail, restaurants and offices dictated earlier closing than thoroughfares
with bars or apartments. By implementing these functions, into integrated
thoroughfares, life in the city after hours can be encouraged.

Integration with architecture, enables thoroughfares to be either interior,
exterior or a combination of both. The analysed sites show a majority of the
thoroughfares as interior spaces – the benefit of these, is that they provide
a protected circulation space for pedestrians. Where a thoroughfare was
exterior, there was minimal protection from weather but the surveillance
of the space by people was high due to visual connections between the
buildings and the thoroughfare. The combination of interior and exterior
expressed both of the discussed protection extents. An additional quality
of the interior-exterior thoroughfare was that a variety of different space
proportions and qualities could be experienced – stimulating a variety of
senses.
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Figure 37. Site 28 - St Kevin’s Arcade, Auckland CBD (Image Author unknown).
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INTEGRATED THOROUGHFARES

SPACE QUALITIES

WALKING

SEEING

STANDING / STAYING

SITTING

CLIMATE PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

Site 20
Takutai Atrium
Auckland CBD

- 10m width, 85m length
- Tall, 10 storeys high
- Bright
- Public thoroughfare

- Generally unobstructed
- Flat, straight

- Mostly unobstructed
- Atrium glass roof allow natural daylight
to light whole space
- Well lit at night

- Edges
- Columns
- Niches

- Seats around planters
- Cafe / restaurant seating

- Interior space
- Small / low entries to prevent wind
tunnel effect
- Open ended

- Well lit
- Some hidden niches
- Surveillance cameras
- People flow constant

Site 21
Custom Lane
Auckland CBD

- 8m wide, 30m length
- 1 storey high
- Moody laneway atmosphere
- Semi-public thoroughfare

- Clear in morning for train passengers to
cut through
- Flat, straight
- Doubles as a carpark most times,
obstructing

- Lots of obstructions, vehicles, screens,
furniture
- When space clear, good visibility

- Blank wall edges
- People waiting for coffee
- Bar/bench tables

- Seating/dining arrangements for hotel
cafe that gets converted into a bar on
some evenings

- Interior space
- Open ends, wind

- Closed when cafe/bar closes
- Dark during the day, low lighting

Site 22
Imperial Lane
Auckland CBD

- 2-4m width, 65m length
- Moody laneway atmosphere
- A destination place
- Semi-public transitions to semi-private in
evenings

- Dog-legged, two sections
- Ramped
- Unobstructed

- Seen in sections, narrow view then wide
view
- Function of place is visible (can either
deter or entice people to enter)

- At cafe counter
- In the space between the two sections
- Wall edges

- Cafe / bar tables and seating

- Interior space
- Open ends

- Dark, ambient lighting
- Mixture of uses allows for around the
clock activation

Site 23
Snickle Lane
Auckland CBD

- Double height space
- Bustling atmosphere from diners
- Public destination

- Stairs at one entry
- Flat mostly, straight
- Lots of dining tables, obstructions

- Cannot easily see the other end clearly
- Skylights to roof for natural daylighting

- Not much room to stand
- People wait for takeaway food/coffee
- Leaner tables

- Bar/dining tables

- Interior space
- Open ends

- Well lit during day and night
- Closed after hours

Site 24
34 Shortland Street
Auckland CBD

- 55m length
- Is a combination of spaces, lobby and
then escalators
- Semi-public thoroughfare

- Flat entry at both ends
- Multiple escalators for drastic height
difference between entries
- Dog-legged

- Plenty of signage for way-finding
- Cannot see the whole route and would
go unnoticed if not for signage

- Lobby space
- Leaner provided in lobby

- Cafe (out of direct path though)
- Stools, lounge seating

- Interior space
- Open entry at lower end, lobby end has
automatic doors

- Secluded
- Well lit
- Flows of people
- Closed after hours

Site 25
Chancery Square
Auckland CBD

- ‘Y’ plan
- Varies in width 4-16m
- Mostly 2 storey lined, with one part 7
storeys
- Public destination

- Stairs at one end
- Flat at two ends and paths
- Multi-choice

- Centre always visible
- Choice of paths visible

- Building edges

- Benches
- Dining seating

- Open to sky
- Some glass canopies

- Mixture of uses allows for around the
clock activation
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Table 8.

Data Collected for Integrated Thoroughfare Typology Sites 1/2 (Table by Author).
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INTEGRATED THOROUGHFARES

SPACE QUALITIES

WALKING

SEEING

STANDING / STAYING

SITTING

CLIMATE PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

Site 26
Rialto Centre
Newmarket

- 55m length, width varies
- Mall (destination) atmosphere, colourful,
attention seeking
- Single height spaces separated with
atrium

- Flat
- Dog-legged
- Obstructions (retail store islands)

- Lots of advertising
- Can see a glimpse of the other end
- Obstructions (retail store islands)

- In front of store windows

- Benches in middle of walkways (store
facing)

- Interior space
- Large canopies at both entries

- Closed when cinemas close
- People flow mostly constant

Site 27
Station Square Link
Newmarket

- 45m length, 4m width constant
- Double height space
- Grey, gloomy
- Public thoroughfare

- Dog-legged
- Flat

- Cannot see around corner
- Skylight for natural daylighting, artificial
lighting still required though

- At entry points
- Along (vacant) shopfronts

- None

- Interior space
- Open ended

- Dark
- Other end not visible
- Closed when trains stop

Site 28
St Kevin’s Arcade
Auckland CBD

- 58m length (28m + 30m), same width
- Double height spaces mixed with single
height
- Bright, welcoming
- Public destination

- In two sections, flat and stairs
- Straight

- Each section visible in full
- Skylights for natural lighting

- Along shopfronts

- Cafe/restaurant seating

- Interior space
- Open ended

- Some parts closed after hours but
mixture of uses allows for activation
around the clock
- Always has people there

Site 29
Ironbank
Auckland CBD

- 60m length, width varies
- Heights of spaces vary between single
storey and six storey

- Flat one end, stairs one end
- Dog-legged

- Lift shaft core obstructs, need to walk
around
- Each section is visible

- Courtyard, lift area

- Benches

- Some parts (few) covered but mostly
open to sky
- Windy

- Closed after hours
- Well lit
- Upper levels look down onto courtyard
for surveillance during day

Site 30
Lot 3
Ponsonby

- ‘T’ plan
- Narrow paths to enter, courtyard in
centre is a relief
- Semi-Public Destination Thoroughfare

- Straight, flat

- Path entries are almost hidden and
narrowness limits what can be seen from
outside
- Can only see when inside the space

- Too narrow
- Can in the courtyard

- Restaurant seating
- Bench seating in one of paths
- Courtyard seating

- Open to sky

- Gated, closed after hours

Site 31
Ponsonby Central
Ponsonby

- Intersection of two paths 50m / 50m
- Single height paths, narrow
- Bustling atmosphere from diners
- cosy, laneway atmosphere
- Public destination

- Straight flat
- Stairs at two of four entries
- Unobstructed mostly (when busy)

- Length of each path (depth of place) is
visible

- Not enough room, the paths are for
circulation
- Bar tables

- Dining seating

- One indoor path, one outdoor path

- Closes at night
- Lots of customers when open
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Table 9.

Data Collected for Integrated Thoroughfare Typology Sites 2/2 (Table by Author).
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Figure 38. Site 20 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 40. Site 21 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 42. Site 22 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 44. Site 23 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 46. Site 24 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 48. Site 25 Plan
(Image by Author).

20

21

22

23

24

25

TAKUTAI ATRIUM
AUCKLAND CBD

CUSTOM LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

IMPERIAL LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

SNICKLE LANE
AUCKLAND CBD

34 SHORTLAND STREET
AUCKLAND CBD

CHANCERY SQUARE
AUCKLAND CBD

Daylighting
Consistent Space Proportions
Seating
Straight & Flat Walk

Consistent Space Proportions
Semi-Public
Straight & Flat Walk

Changing Space Proportions
Semi-Public / Semi-Private
A Destination
Ramped

A Destination
Consistent Space Proportions
Straight & Stairs / Flat
Daylighting and Dim

Escalators
Semi-Public
Signage for Way-Finding
Blind Corner

Changing Space Proportions
Exterior
Visible Centre

Figure 39. Site 20 (Image Author unknown).

Figure 41. Site 21 (Image Author unknown).

Figure 43. Site 22 (Image Author unknown).

Figure 45. Site 23 (Image Author unknown).

Figure 47. Site 24 (Image Suthor unknown).

Figure 49. Site 25 (Image Author unknown).
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Figure 50. Site 26 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 52. Site 27 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 55. Site 28 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 57. Site 29 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 59. Site 30 Plan
(Image by Author).

Figure 61. Site 31 Plan
(Image by Author).

26

27

28

29

30

31

RIALTO CENTRE
NEWMARKET

STATION SQUARE LINK
NEWMARKET

ST KEVINS ARCADE
AUCKLAND CBD

IRON BANK
AUCKLAND CBD

LOT 3
PONSONBY

PONSONBY CENTRAL
PONSONBY

Changing Space Proportions
Daylighting

Dark
Blind Corner
Ramped

Daylighting
Straight & Flat / Stairs
Changing Space Proportions
Day & Night Activation

Changing Space Proportions
Wind Tunnel
Interior & Exterior
Semi-Public
Blind Corners

Changing Space Proportions
Exterior
Narrow, Hidden
Semi-Public
Destination & Thoroughfare

Consistent Space Proportions
A Destination
Straight
Interior & Exterior

Figure 51. Site 26 (Image Author unknown).

Figure 53. Site 27 (Image by Author).
Figure 54. Site 27 (Image by Author).

Figure 56. Site 28 (Image Author Unknown).

Figure 58. Site 29 (Image by Trends Ideas).

Figure 60. Site 30 (Image Author unknown).

Figure 62. Site 31 (Image by David Straight)
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4.1.4 Summary of Circulation Typologies Findings
The study of circulation typologies has enabled the identification of
successful design elements of urban spaces in a context similar, if not the
same, to the selected site. In this study, ‘successful’ was deemed as that
which can enable higher levels of pedestrian activity as this is an urban
design goal.
Activation of space has been proven to be mandatory in urban spaces –
without people activating a space through varying activities, a space will
not thrive in an urban environment. Sense of enclosure; weather protection;
sense of security; facilitating stopping; sensory stimulation; access; ambience;
and mixed-use are common design elements found in the studied sites that
assist in encouraging pedestrian activity. The purpose of identifying these
successful design elements was to provide evidence to support the design
decisions and elements implemented into the proposed design solution.
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Figure 63. Site 15 - Freyberg Place, Auckland CBD (Image Author unknown).
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4.2

MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

Diversity and mixed-use in the urban environment promote the activation of
the city by supporting endless pedestrian activity (as opposed to intermittent
activity). An investigation into the functional structure as well as the aesthetic
representation of mixed-use development has been conducted to support
the design proposal.
Functional structure is the method by which the multiple functions have
been formally organised in the overall development. Aesthetic representation
refers to what the mixed-use typology can physically look like. The following
case studies discuss these approaches to the investigated design elements
and act as exploratory inspiration for the design proposal.

Functionally, Britomart Precinct is home to a variety of boutiques, eateries,
bars, offices and of course Britomart Train Station. This mixture of functions
has allowed the Precinct to become an activated place at all times of the day
and night. The construction of a new hotel in the precinct will further diversify
the precinct’s functions, contributing to this activeness. The underground
train station has been designed as dual access and this allows for dispersal
of people across the whole site and activation at both ends of the site as
pedestrians flow in and out of the station to attend to their business. In terms
of organisation of functions, there is a stacking of functions in each of the
precinct’s buildings and some of the smaller buildings are single function only.

4.2.1 Britomart Precinct
Britomart Precinct is a nine-block redevelopment consisting of historic and
new architecture; a variety of functions; dedicated pedestrian laneways;
green open space; new buildings under construction; and Auckland’s
busiest train station which is also currently under further construction.
Redevelopment of the site, beginning in the early 2000’s, came after years of
neglect and abandonment.62 Britomart Precinct is now one of the best urban
developments in Auckland city and there are a number of design elements
that contribute to and support this statement.
62 “About,” Britomart, accessed September 12, 2019, https://britomart.org/about/

Figure 64. Britomart Precinct Function Structure (Image adapted by Author).
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Figure 65. Takutai Square & Te Ara Tahuhu Walkway (Image Author unknown).
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Pedestrian circulation is an important aspect of the Precinct. There are a
number of small laneways for pedestrians in the Precinct, but Te Ara Tahuhu
Walkway serves as the spine to the development, enabling pedestrian access
to most of the Precinct’s blocks. An analysis of this walkway in regard to Jan
Gehl’s Human Dimension Criteria can be grasped in Case Study 4.1 Circulation
Typologies. The walkway is a straight path in three sections, it is composed
of the three differing circulation typologies – streetscape, open space and
integrated thoroughfare. Although the path is dead-straight, the varying
typologies and associated space proportions and features, change the sense
of enclosure and experience as pedestrians walk through. This omits the
monotony often associated with long, straight paths with single senses of
enclosure.

Left to Right:
Figure 66. Te Ara Tahuhu Walkway ‘Streetscape’ Section (Image by Author).
Figure 67. Te Ara Tahuhu Walkway ‘Open Space’ Section (Image by Author).
Figure 68. Te Ara Tahuhu Walkway ‘Integrated Thoroughfare’ Section (Image by Author).
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Figure 69. Britomart Precinct Site Plan (Image adapted by Author).
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The architecture of Britomart Precinct is rich with historical character. All of the
old, previously abandoned buildings have been refurbished and reoccupied;
the new buildings are aesthetically considerate of these heritage buildings
using similar materials and façade composition. This has allowed the precinct
to retain the historical character through its regeneration. In a physical sense,
the idea of mixed-use is not really represented in the precinct. This is because
priority has been given to restoring the buildings as they were with mixeduse being a result of reoccupying the buildings. The buildings are therefore
uniform in aesthetic with harmonious functional organisations inside.
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The heart of the precinct that is Takutai Square draws people in to stay for a
while – especially during good weather lunchtimes when office workers can
escape the confines of their desks. The Square has a number of elements that
contribute to its success as a public space – refer to Case Study 4.1 Circulation
Typologies. The successful elements of the space include being embellished
with permanent and occasional street furniture for sitting that entices people
to stay; Takutai Lawn which is filled with bean bags and people when the lawn
is open; a large water feature for people’s delight; a ‘soft’ colonnade edge;
‘Food Truck Friday’s’ and other occasional events such as art exhibitions,
product promotions, outdoors cinemas and cultural events. The space does
have some elements that compromise a pedestrian’s sense of protection
though. The first is that three of the open space’s edges are roads for vehicles.
To enter the space from any of these edges means crossing roads where there
are no pedestrian zebra crossings – this makes the safe crossing of pedestrians
a lesser priority than vehicle traffic in the precinct. The second element is that
there is hardly any permanent weather protection. The whole open space is
exposed to the sky making pedestrians completely vulnerable to unpleasant
weather and people would not want to occupy the space during these times.
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Figure 70. Takutai Square Open Space Elements (Image adapted by Author).
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4.2.2 MVRDV

Currently on site in Zuidas Amsterdam, ‘Valley’, will be a development
including apartments, offices, carparks, retail and cultural facilities. Located
at the boundary between residential and commercial functions, the project
embraces the idea of transition in its formal expression. The development
contrasts the scales of the corporate and the residential through duality of
façades. An outer façade of expansive glass represents the corporate, while
inner façades of small landscaped, stone terraces represent the human scale of
residential living.64 This project expresses the mixed-use typology with the use
of contrasting façade materials and function scale.

MVRDV is a Dutch architectural office with a prominent portfolio of mixeduse projects. They are of relevance to the project in mostly an aesthetic
sense, that is, how the mixed-use typology can be architecturally expressed.
The following selection of MVRDV mixed-use projects explore this idea and
have inspired the direction of the design proposal’s form.
Markthal in Rotterdam is a building that encloses all of its functions into
a singular form to “celebrate and enhance synergetic possibilities.”63 The
building is made up of apartments, a market hall, a supermarket, restaurants
and underground carpark. Formally, the private apartments and restaurants
have been moulded into a single arch structure that by default creates the
public market hall enclosure inside. The approach to expressing mixed-use
in this building is, as intended, of a synergetic kind, where the uses are all
housed within a single form.

64 “Valley,” MVRDV, accessed July 25, 2019, https://www.mvrdv.nl/projects/233/valley

63 “Markthal,” MVRDV, accessed July 25, 2019, https://www.mvrdv.nl/projects/115/markthal

Figure 71. Markthal - Functional Structure (Image adapted by Author).

Figure 72. Valley - Contrasting Facades (Image adapted by Author).
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4.2.3 Summary of Mixed-Use Development Findings

Radio Tower & Hotel in Washington Heights, New York, will be a development
that introduces some functions that are currently lacking to the area. The
development will include a hotel; offices; retail and hospitality; and event
spaces. Aesthetically, the project has had strong influence from the existing
area’s character. The vertical village is made up of contrasting, rectangular
blocks stacked on top of each other. Each function in the development
is represented by its own rectangular block with its own colour. Both the
block sizes and colours have been chosen based on an investigation into
the building sizes and colours in the existing urban fabric of the area.65
The approach to expressing the mixed-use typology in this development is
therefore contrast between uses (whilst still being contextually considerate).

The study of these mixed-use developments has identified concepts relating
to the physical representation of the typology. When it comes to the
organisation of different functions, each of the developments does so in a
vertical way – different functions are separated by floor levels. This method
enables privacy between functions and simplifies circulation to them.
Aesthetically, the approaches in the case studies vary. Some utilise contrast
while some express synergy. The contrast approach accentuates the fact
that there are multiple things happing within a development and so it is
physically displaying the idea of mixed-use. The synergy approach collects
all functions within a single form – the idea of mixed-use can be visually
incomprehensible here due to the exterior being uniform. Either of these
approaches can achieve the mixed-use development and so the proposed
design solution will utilise one of these.

65 “Radio Tower and Hotel,” MVRDV, accessed July 25, 2019, https://www.mvrdv.nl/
projects/353/radio-tower-and-hotel

Figure 73. Radio Tower & Hotel - Contrasting Functions (Image adapted by Author).
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5.0
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DESIGN PROCESS
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5.1

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
PROBLEM

Literary research has highlighted design principles that are important within
the project’s field of exploration. These principles have been decisive in
the design of the proposal and the application of these to the design is
discussed in 6.0 Design Outcome. The principles applied are:

•
•
•
•
•

Meaningful Places
Fields of Action
Materials
Light
Imageability

•
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity & Mixed-Use
Convenient Circulation
Public Spaces
Protection
Comfort
Delight

Site &
Context

RESEARCH
Experiencing
Arch.

Urban
Design

With these principles outlined, a return to the site and context was necessary.
As the project is heavily influenced by a site, a better understanding of it
beyond surface level was developed. Once this understanding was gained
through site and context analysis, design iterations commenced.
Developing the design solution occurred in two parts – site plan development
followed by architectural development. This was because an order in which the
design elements were to be resolved was established. This order began with
the ‘big’, i.e. city scale, working down to the ‘small’ human scale. Each of the
literary design principles and also the case study findings applied to different
scales within the process and this enabled the design to develop.

DESIGN

Site

Architecture

PROPOSAL
Figure 74. Design Methodology & Process (Image by Author).
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5.2

A DESIGN PROBLEM

This entire project has stemmed from an evident urban design “disaster”66
within the city-fringe suburb of Newmarket. The apartment development
on the corner of Remuera Road and Broadway is this failure and this project
blatantly highlights that.
The apartment development, completed alongside the award-winning
Newmarket Station, is a seven-storey eye-sore that to some credit did
(although compromisingly) provide two train station access ways and a large
public space in the design. All credit stops there though – the access ways
are offensive to pedestrians and the public space is unseen and underutilised.
Accessing Auckland’s second busiest train station from two of the four
station access ways is an unpleasant experience for public transport patrons
- way finding is confusing and the access ways themselves are intimidating.
This is unacceptable especially with the continued (and necessary) growth
in public transport usage that Auckland is being planned for. It is important
that pedestrian systems for public transport users, especially at busier
stations, are pleasant enough to support the rising and predicted demand.

Figure 76. Newmarket Train Station access
from Remuera Road (Image by Author).

Additionally, the location of the site in relation to the main roads and the
train station was the site’s biggest asset. Development at this site was the
opportunity Newmarket needed to address its lack of an urban centre. This
went unaddressed though and the potential was lost with the apartment
development. The lack of consideration for urban design planning at this site
has stirred unanimous criticism67 and this project attempts to consider what
the many parties involved in this development could not but should have.
66 The Aucklander, “Newmarket Square a Disaster?,” The New Zealand Herald,
October 31, 2012, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/aucklander/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1503378&objectid=11055401
67 Matt L, “Fixing Newmarket’s Station Square,” Greater Auckland (blog), May 21, 2012,
https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2012/05/21/fixing-newmarkets-station-square/
Figure 77. Newmarket Train Station
access from Broadway (Image by Author).
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Figure 75. The existing corner of Remuera Road and Broadway, Newmarket (Image by Author).
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5.3

CONTEXT

European settlement in Auckland gave Newmarket a transport hub identity,
an identity that still stands today. Advantageously located at the end
of arterial roads to the south, east and city centre, Newmarket was the
prime location for commercial and industrial businesses to operate in. The
construction of the train station in 1873 only solidified this transport hub
identity, enabling train access to the south, west and city centre. Newmarket’s
connections allowed it to manifest into a popular thoroughfare as well as a
prospering ‘modern’ area.68 Today, industrial businesses in Newmarket are
no more and the suburb goes by the tagline of “Auckland’s premiere fashion,
shopping and entertainment precinct.”69
The Auckland Unitary Plan identifies Newmarket as one of ten BusinessMetropolitan Centre Zones, making it second in hierarchy to the primary
Business-City Centre Zone in terms of scale and intensity. Metropolitan Zones
promote commercial growth and the inclusion of commercial, leisure, highdensity residential, tourist, cultural, community and civic activities. Whilst
commercial, retail and leisure activities are still the most prominent activities
in Newmarket, there has been an increase in high-density residential
buildings to support the suburb’s metropolitan zoning. This increase has and
will continue to increase the residential population of the suburb.

Newmarket is a major transport hub within the Auckland Public Transport
Network, it has the second busiest train station in Auckland and there are
numerous buses that support transit to areas in all directions. Whilst in
the past the priority in Auckland has always been road infrastructure, the
Auckland Plan 2050 outlines public transport as “the key to making Auckland
more accessible.”70 Walking, cycling and public transport are to be made the
preferred choice of transport for Aucklander’s and this can be achieved by
upgrading the attractiveness of these transport modes.71 These upgrades have
already started to occur in Newmarket and so it is just a matter of continuing
to do so.
70 Auckland Plan, Strategy and Research Department, Auckland Plan 2050, 115.
71 Auckland Plan, Strategy and Research Department, Auckland Plan 2050, 125.

As a suburb with a transport hub identity, Newmarket accommodates both
vehicular transport and public transport. Vehicles are always flowing (or
backed-up) in Newmarket and there are numerous carpark buildings and
on-street parking spots to support the high frequency of vehicle traffic.
68 “Newmarket, New Zealand,” Wikipedia, accessed September 14, 2019, https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newmarket,_New_Zealand
69 “Newmarket,” Newmarket Business Association, accessed September 14, 2019, https://
newmarket.co.nz/
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Figure 78. The existing Station Square outside of Newmarket Train Station (Image by Author).
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Figure 79. Map of Newmarket’s wider context (Image adapted by Author).

Figure 80. Map of Newmarket (Image adapted by Author).
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To understand the site, it was necessary to analyse it. Existing pedestrian
circulation routes, existing building functions and the existing architectural
character were particularly important elements to understand.

The architectural character of Newmarket is a hybrid of historical and
corporate. The buildings that line Broadway, fall into either one of these
categories and so it becomes difficult to define a single character of the place.
There is a vast difference in scale between these two categories, especially
on the east side of Broadway where the historical buildings are dwarfed by
corporate giants. ‘Hardness’ in the corporate and ‘softness’ in the historical is
another variable that either rejects or welcomes interaction.
72 Aimee Shaw, “Concern Newmarket is becoming a Ghost Town due to Vacant Retail Stores,”
The New Zealand Herald, July 3, 2018, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.
cfm?c_id=3&objectid=12074403
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Figure 81. Existing Site Plan (Image by Author).
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Broadway, the main road in Newmarket, plays an integral role in the way
the place operates, it is the main passage for both cars and pedestrians.
Broadway acts as the spine of the suburb and there are nodal points of
popularity along this ‘spine’ but there is no centre or ‘heart’. These nodes
include the Olympic Swimming Pool, large department stores, Lumsden
Green, the Rialto Centre, the Train Station and the newly reopened Westfield
Shopping Mall. In recent years, upgrades to side streets off of the spine have
become significantly popular for activities, this includes Teed Street, Osborne
Street, Osborne Lane and Nuffield Street. Due to the planning of Newmarket
around a main strip, pedestrians are found monotonously traversing up and
down Broadway between these nodal points. The new upgrades to the side
streets have started to change this pedestrian distribution pattern and is
providing people with more choice and diversity in their travels.
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5.4.1 Site Analysis

In regard to building functions, it is important to note that during the time in
which this project was established and executed (2018-2019), the Westfield
Shopping Mall was closed and then reopened after a mega redevelopment.
The closure of the mall saw a decrease in retailing all over Newmarket,
including within the analysed area. Stores had to close or relocate due to
falling sales72 but, now that the mall has reopened and the nuisance of
construction is fading, retail and pedestrian numbers have the opportunity
to rise again. This can aid in filling the ground floors outside of the mall with
retailers.

E ST

Prior to developing a formal architectural solution, the site required planning.
This section outlines the method in which the site was planned to enable the
architecture to form thereafter.

ROA
D

An investigation into the different buildings and their functions on the east
side of Broadway, showed that the site area already had a diverse mixture of
uses. The site was densely packed, with high residential, office and carparking
being the functions with the most volume. Retail, as required by the Auckland
Unitary Plan, occupied all of the street frontage ground floor.

ORN

SITE PLAN DEVELOPMENT

OSB

5.4

ORE

Figure 82. Existing Site Plan identifying the ‘Spine and Node’ System
(Image by Author).
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Figure 83. Existing East Elevation of Broadway
(Image adapted by Author).
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Section Diagrams
Figure 84. Broadway Section 1
(Image by Author).
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Figure 85. Broadway Section 2
(Image by Author).

Figure 86. Broadway Section 3
(Image by Author).

Figure 87. Broadway Section 4
(Image by Author).

Figure 88. Broadway Section 5
(Image by Author).
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5.4.2 Site Selection
With the apartment development at the corner of Remuera Road and
Broadway being the catalyst, it was obvious that this site needed to be the
exploration area of the project. However, due to this project addressing
pedestrian circulation at a large scale, the problem site area was extended
to allow for the design of this too. The project site was initially (and naively)
taken as the entire area between Remuera Road, Broadway and the train
tracks.

NORTH
SITE

With analysis of this whole area, an early realisation was made that this site
size was too big for the aim of the project. Pedestrian circulation across
Newmarket as a suburb was crucial to the project design so a compromise
was found in order to still be able to address this. The large site area was
whittled down to two smaller sites – a North Site and a South Site. This is
because one small site did not have the capacity to address circulation across
the suburb, whereas two sites did, whilst still being manageable in terms of
project size and aim.
The North Site explores the area between Broadway, the train tracks and the
north end of the existing Queen’s Lodge Apartments. A north entry to the
train station is proposed as necessary for the concept to be viable. The South
Site explores the area between Remuera Road, Broadway, the train station
and the south end of Queen’s Lodge Apartments (the catalyst development
site).
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Figure 89. 3D Aerial View of Site identifying existing conditions (Image adapted by Author).

8106m2

SOUTH
SITE
6280m2

Figure 90. Site Areas of Proposal (Image by Author).
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5.4.3 Site Planning

5.5

Planning of the site was an exercise of making connections for pedestrians.
Pedestrian nodal points were identified and then connected to each other
to form a pedestrian network not just in the station area but to link out into
the pedestrian channels that already exist in Newmarket. Connecting all of
these points increases convenience for the pedestrian as there are no longer
detours forced upon them to get where they need to go.

Once the site was planned, there was a foundation for the architecture to build
on. This section describes the design development of the proposal based on
influences from the site plan and the literature and case studies discussed.

The pedestrian connections established were all determined to be Public
Spaces to ensure that pedestrians would be free to walk as they please.
Automatically, all of these pedestrian connections fall under the ‘movement
space’ type of public space and so it became necessary to introduce
‘experience spaces’ to ensure that pedestrians have the freedom of stopping
on their travels.

To approach the design problem, two briefs were established to aid the
design direction.

ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT

5.5.1 Briefs

The first brief was a functional one, that is, a set of functional performance
criteria to be included within the design proposal. These criteria were
established from analysis of the existing site; information extracted from the
Auckland Plan 2050 and Unitary Plan; and from the literature researched for
the project. Functionally, the design proposal needed to include:

Making these connections in the first design exercise of the project ensured
that the connections were the condition under which the architecture was
formed around. The ‘in between’ spaces have subsequently informed the
architecture and in return the architecture has informed the physical form of
the connections.

•

•
•

Replacing the functions that have been ‘removed’ for the purpose of the
project with justifications if not achieved. Functions for the new mixeduse development proposal will therefore include high-density residential,
office and retail.
Better Public Transport Access.
Establish a sense of place, i.e. a centre point for Newmarket

5.5.2 Form & Function Massing
A massing exercise followed the planning exercise. The connections at
ground level were the base on which the architecture was formed vertically.
The idea of expressing different functions as contrasting to the other
functions was utilised as the method in which the mixed-use typology form
would be explored. The common method of stacking different functions on
top of each other was utilised to begin to achieve this contrast. Iterations
of massing occurred simultaneously with internal and external planning
which enabled voids, recesses and overhangs to be implemented to further
contrast the overall forms.
In some ways, the architecture was constricted by the pedestrian
connections, but this then ensured that the pedestrian realm was not
compromised – the project truly began to embrace the “life, space,
buildings”73 order of design approach.
73 Gehl, Cities for People, 198.

The second brief was an aesthetic brief, i.e. how the architecture was
expressed. The two criteria to consider for the design proposal were:
•
•

The representation of the mixed-use typology.
The existing character of Newmarket.

LEGEND
Movement Space (Go)
Experience Space (Stop)
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Figure 91. Making connections in the sites (Image by Author).
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Figure 92. North Site 3D Massing Sketch Iterations (Image by Author).

Figure 93. South Site 3D Massing Sketch Iterations (Image by Author).
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Figure 94. North Site Iteration 1 (Image by Author).

Figure 95. North Site Iteration 2 (Image by Author).

Figure 96. North Site Iteration 3 (Image by Author).

Figure 97. North Site Iteration 4 (Image by Author).

Figure 98. North Site Iteration 5 - Final (Image by Author).

Figure 99. South Site Iteration 1 (Image by Author).

Figure 100. South Site Iteration 2 (Image by Author).

Figure 101. South Site Iteration 3 (Image by Author).

Figure 102. South Site Iteration 4 (Image by Author).

Figure 103. South Site Iteration 5 - Final (Image by Author).

FUNCTIONS ‘REMOVED’:
• 240 Apartments
• 9836m2 Office Floor Area
• 6 Levels of Carparks
• Retail Ground Floors
• 2 of 4 access ways to Train Station
FUNCTIONS PROPOSED:
• 176 Apartments (73% of removed)
• 13938m2 Office Floor Area
• No more carparks (unnecessary)
• Retail Ground Floors
• Multiple access ways to Train Station

LEGEND
Retail
Office
Residential
Carpark
Train Station
Public Space
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5.5.3 Floor Planning
Iterations of internal floor planning assisted in developing the massing on
the sites into liveable buildings. Ground floor layout, vertical circulation and
apartment layouts in particular were concentrated on to inform the building
masses.
At ground level, façade penetrations (building entries) were the focus. To
ensure that walking along the façade was not monotonous and boring,
numerous entries at numerous locations was the approach. It was also
important that apartment dwellers felt secure at their building entries and so
the entries were located in places with high surveillance opportunities.
Vertical circulation in the buildings helped significantly in developing the
massing. To ensure equal distribution across the whole site, vertical circulation
was located roughly at the same distances apart. Location of vertical
circulation was also considerate of ground floor entry locations in terms of
high surveillance opportunities.
Planning apartments was a step that needed to be carried out even though it
was not one of the project’s primary focus. This was because it was necessary
to calculate the number and type of apartments that could be proposed as a
replacement for what was removed. To assist in the strenuous task of fitting
apartments in the buildings, the Good Solution Guide for Apartments was
consulted. This ensured that each apartment provided, at least, the minimum
requirements to be liveable and, that the actual task of apartment planning
was less time-consuming so more attention could be given to the primary
focuses of the project. As the apartment plans developed, the massing of
the buildings evolved, but it was realised that only 73% of the apartment
numbers could be reinstated. Justification for this is as acceptable was that
the experience of living in these developments would be better than in the
existing. Eventually internal planning iterations were stopped and floor plans
were ‘frozen’. This enabled the focus to shift to the physical qualities of the
sites and how this would form the user experience.
Refer to 10.0 Appendix for the ‘frozen’ floor plans of the upper levels.
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Figure 104. Ground Floor Plan - North Site (Image by Author).

Figure 105. Ground Floor Plan - Whole Site (Image by Author).

Figure 106. Ground Floor Plan - South Site (Image by Author).
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DESIGN OUTCOME
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6.1

EXPERIENCING ARCHITECTURE

The project asks how user experience can be improved in the pedestrian
realm and so the following design elements have been used in an
attempt to achieve this better experience.

6.1.1 Meaningful Places
The project has aimed to develop a ‘centre’ for Newmarket, one it currently
does not have. This ‘centre’ would need to be a meaningful place, to be able
to achieve this identity. To achieve meaningfulness, the design feeds off of
the transport hub identity that the suburb already has.
The proposal assumes that the number of pedestrians in Newmarket will
rise significantly due to the reopening of the mall and the predicted increase
in population. Public transport facilities become crucial in supporting
this scenario and so the proposal suggests that the train station and the
new developments to either end will be the anchors of orientation and
identification, required for meaningfulness as prescribed by Norberg-Schulz,
for pedestrians in Newmarket. The North Site at the Khyber Pass Road
Intersection will act as the primary centre with two open spaces flanking
Broadway. The intersection between the existing Lumsden Green, the new
North Site open space and Broadway creates an urban connection across
Broadway which did not previously exist. This intersection provides the base
for a centre to form. The South Site at Remuera Road intersection will act as
a secondary central node with its open space and many circulation links to
nodal points.
Additionally, the character of the spaces (places), which contribute to
meaningfulness, are intended to reflect and enhance the existing character
of Newmarket. Design features discussed further in this section, are the tools
used for achieving this character and meaningfulness.
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Figure 107. The Proposal introduces a Meaningful Central Node along
Newmarket’s Spine (Image by Author).
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6.1.2 Fields of Action

6.1.3 Materials

To improve user experience, the proposal intends to give pedestrians
the freedom of action that they lack in the current situation. Agility,
transformation, versatility and discovery have been implemented to certain
extents to ensure pedestrians feel free in and positive towards the places
proposed.

The materials selected in the developments are reflective of the dual
character of Newmarket. To represent the historical character, brick, concrete,
plaster and stone have been used predominantly. Glass, and aluminium have
been used to represent the corporate character. All of these materials have
been used together contrastingly to create a hybrid sense of both of these
characters.

Agility across the ground has been enabled in both sites through flat,
ramped paths that are linear or meandering. The decision to use flat paths
is to ensure safety and accessibility for all pedestrians The ability for people
to choose to take ‘risks’ is lessened with flat paths and so the meandering
paths provide a latitudinal variety in experience that intends to counter the
monotonous lateral travel of the flat paths.

CURIOSITY

FREE SPACE

FLAT GROUND
Figure 108. North Site - Fields of Action (Image by Author).

Transformation mechanisms have been implemented through the entries
into the buildings. Doors where action on the human’s part is required are
proposed to ensure that automated systems do not take the human ability of
control away.

The corporate character materials have had a tendency in the past to be
perceived as cold and unwelcoming due to their reflectiveness and lack of
textural depth. To combat this, for the purpose of improving user experience,
the design proposal intentionally juxtaposes these materials with the softness
and texture of historical materials.

Versatile spaces have been considered in both developments. The ground
floor open spaces are intended to be free spaces, where people can carry
out whichever activity they please. The communal open spaces for the
apartment residents are also intended to be similar free spaces. The interiors
of the building were not considered for versatility due to the functional
performance of the developments required from the brief.
Discovery is a heightened act in the proposed developments. The many
circulation paths enable exploration of where each path leads. The multitude
of building entries also contribute to curiosity being triggered. Serial vision,
where pedestrians are teased with glimpses of the path ahead as they make
their way there, has also been implemented into the design of the sites to
encourage curiosity as pedestrians travel.

CURIOSITY

CURIOSITY

The result is a pattern of hard and soft textures that stimulates the senses
through the visual perception of different material qualities. Patterns of
transparency and opaqueness are also a result of this juxtaposition. Glass
is used for transparency and all the other façade materials are used for
opaqueness. Again, this pattern stimulates the sense of sight in contrasting
ways. The constant change in stimuli from the materials in a pedestrian’s
journey, intends to be a means in which the experience is remembered as
positive.

FREE SPACE

FLAT GROUND
Figure 109. South Site - Fields of Action (Image by Author).
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In terms of sensory experience, the historical character materials have a
deep, natural texture to them that can be perceived through sight entirely.
People know what these materials feel like because they have a historical
companionship with mankind’s evolution and because of this, the materials
are more meaningful in experience.

Left to Right:
Figure 110. Stone paving (Image by Auckland Design Manual).
Figure 111. Stone facade (Image Author unknown).
Figure 112. Brick facade (Image Author unknown).
Figure 113. Concrete (Image Author unknown).
Figure 114. Aluminium facade (Image Author unknown).
Figure 115. Glass facade (Image Author unknown).
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Figure 116. North Site Serial Visions - Material Composition Iteration 1
(Image by Author).

Critique:
• Timber appropriate in relation to context?
• Good sense of human scale
• Use of Black to relate to context?

Figure 117. South Site Serial Visions - Material Composition Iteration 1
(Image by Author).

Critique:
• Distinction between functions visible only in
window types/size variation - not obvious enough?
• Brick - good relation to context
• Feels dark even in open space

Figure 118. North Site Serial Visions - Material Composition Iteration 2
(Image by Author).

Critique:
• Too much black/darkness? In the ‘wrong’ place
• Needs warmth to feel welcoming
• Glass needs a contrasting material?
• Soffits need to evoke something - texture

Figure 119. South Site Serial Visions - Material Composition Iteration 2
(Image by Author).

Critique:
• Distinction between functions visible
• Does the footpath surface need to match existing?
• Glass needs a contrasting material? Historical
character representation at Ground Level
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6.1.4 Light
As a sight stimulus, quality of light plays a significant role in the perceived
experience of a place. The proposal includes varying qualities of light in
different places to ensure that senses are continuously stimulated on the
pedestrian’s journey. Glass roofed atriums, exterior spaces open to the
sky, exterior underpasses and double height mezzanine spaces are the
architectural tools used in the proposal to express these varying qualities.
An atrium allows for the large building mass on the south site to have a tall
light shaft through the centre that brightens the interior of the building with
natural light bouncing off of all the interior surfaces.

Figure 120. Exterior and Covered Exterior Spaces
provide contrasting light qualities (Image by Author).

Exterior spaces open to the sky allow access to limitless daylight while
exterior underpasses provide limited daylight that needs to be compensated
for. Using light-coloured and reflective materials assist in doing this.
Double height spaces and mezzanine floors where the buildings are entered
allow for the presence of daylight to continue in an enclosed space as the
light is able to penetrate further into the building.

6.1.5 Imageability
Multi-sensory design has been implemented into the design of the proposal
to evoke vivid and coherent images in pedestrians so that they remember
the experience of the place as positive. Architectural tools at each site,
shown in the following table, have been used to stimulate the nine senses to
improve the user experience around Newmarket Station.

Left to Right:
Figure 121. Atriums allow for light to penetrate
into large masses (Image by Author).
Figure 122. Double height spaces and mezzanine floors
allow light to penetrate further in (Image by Author).
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SENSE

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS - NORTH SITE

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS - SOUTH SITE

SENSE

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS - NORTH SITE

ARCHITECTURAL TOOLS - SOUTH SITE

Sight

- Hidden but visible paths (serial vision)
- Variation in light/bright and dark/dim
- Night lighting
- Visual connection to Lumsden Green across Broadway

- Clear visibility of paths and station
- Sometimes hidden but visible paths (serial vision)
- Variation in light/bright and dark/dim
- Night lighting

Balance

- Flat, ramped path (slight uphill/downhill)
- Meandering direction
- Slightly textured walking surface
- Proportions and shapes of spaces vary

- Flat, ramped path (slight uphill/downhill)
- Straight and meandering direction
- Slightly textured walking surface
- Proportions and shapes of spaces vary

Touch

- Contrast in texture of facade materials
- Slightly textured walking surface
- Lawn interaction
- Water fountain interaction

- Contrast in texture of facade materials
- Slightly textured walking surface

Temperature

- And exterior options for walking
- Underpass / canopies / colonnades for shelter

- Interior and exterior options for walking
- Underpass for shelter

Sound

- Different soundscapes due to different proportions of
spaces (wide, narrow, tall short) and different material surfaces
(smooth, rough)
- Sound of water fountain
- Buildings buffer sound from trains

- Different soundscapes due to different proportions of
spaces (wide, narrow, tall short) and different material surfaces
(smooth, rough)
- Buildings buffer sound from trains
- Noise from vehicles funneled in (!)

Proprioception

- Flat, ramped path
- Slightly textured walking surface

- Flat, ramped path
- Slightly textured walking surface

Smell

- Cafe, restaurants, takeaways
- Lawn
- Water fountain

- Cafes, restaurants, takeaways
- Fragrant trees/flowers

Pain

- Flat paths for ease in accessibility

- Flat paths for ease in accessibility

Taste

- Space facilitates eating and drinking

- Space facilitates eating and drinking
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Table 10. The Nine Senses and Architectural Integration into the Proposal 1/2 (Table by Author).

Table 11.

The Nine Senses and Architectural Integration into the Proposal 2/2 (Table by Author).
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6.2

URBAN DESIGN

Core principles of urban design have been implemented into the design
proposal because the project focuses on the experience of spaces between
buildings, that is, the experience of urban spaces and the environments
that form them.

NORTH SITE MIXED-USE STRUCTURE:

specific time the event is held – particularly weekends when people have the
leisure to attend. High-density residential, means people live in the area, there
is the same morning and evening rush where these residents leave and return
but as this is their home, they also leave and return at any other time that they
wish – the patterns of street activation can be unpredictable and so diverse.

•
•
•

These diversity generators, especially the mixture of uses, provide density for a
constant activation and liveliness in the site, a key to improving experience.

•
•

6.2.1 Diversity & Mixed-Use

Street front and arcade retail
Mezzanine and single floor plate offices with
internal vertical circulation
2 & 3 bed mezzanine apartments types with some
single level 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartment types
Public Spaces between buildings
External common space for apartment residents
(pool, event space)

Figure 124. North Site Section
(Image by Author).

Diversity in the proposal is essential to avoid monotony which can inform
negative experiences in the urban environment. The mixing of different
functions that operate day and night allow for constant activation of the
area. Retaining a number of the old buildings adjacent to the site with new
buildings, allows for character development as well as economic diversity.
The many short circulation paths introduced to the infilled site allow for
more choice in travel routes. With both sites reinstating the high-density
residential function, the resulting density of people in the area can keep the
place activated.

SOUTH SITE MIXED-USE STRUCTURE:

The mixture of uses in the developments – retail, office, hospitality, pop-up
events and high-density residential – are predicted to maintain activation
in the sites at all times. The retail identity of Newmarket will draw many
local and visiting customers during the daytime. Office workers will activate
the streets during the morning and evening rush hours, as well as when
they escape their confines during lunch. Hospitality in the form of cafes,
restaurants and bars allow for patrons to be satisfied throughout the day and
night. Pop-up events in the open spaces can draw locals and visitors in at any

•
•
•
•
•

Street front retail
Laneway hospitality and cultural functions
Public Spaces between buildings
1 bedroom apartment type (student aimed)
External common space for apartment residents
(event space)

Figure 125. South Site Section
(Image by Author)

Figure 123. Reference Plan
(Image by Author).
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LEGEND

Retail

Office

Residential

Carpark

Train Station

Public Space

Vertical Circulation
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This convenience in circulation is what is needed for more people to give up
their private transport for public transport. With this, pedestrian numbers
increase, contributing to higher levels of activity in the urban realm.

Carpark

Train Station

Public Space

KHY

CARPARK

STOP

BRO
ADW
AY

BER
P
ROA ASS
D

BUS

A north entry to the existing train station has been proposed to assist in
dispersal of pedestrians across the whole suburb. Again, this makes using
public transport convenient.

Residential

TEED
STRE
ET

BRO
ADW
AY

In the planning of the site, making connections to and between the existing
pedestrian infrastructure was imperative because the existing access to and
between transport facilities and pedestrian ways was limiting and confusing.
The proposal improves this.

Creating direct paths between transport facilities ensures that changing
modes of transport (from train to bus or vice versa), is convenient for
pedestrians.

Office

BUS

6.2.2 Convenient Circulation

The existing infilled site has been re-planned to have a number of convenient
pedestrian only circulation routes that disperse people in different directions
to bus stops, main roads and the existing circulation routes. The removed
carparks have not been reinstated in support of public transport and
pedestrianism.

Retail

STOP

LEGEND

S

BU
RA

Figure 128. South Site Ground Floor Circulation
Convenience (Image by Author).

AD
RO

Figure 127. Whole Site Ground Floor Plan
(Image by Author).

UE

Figure 126. North Site Ground Floor Circulation Convenience
(Image by Author).
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6.2.3 Public Spaces

A

Circulation throughout the sites has been given form through a series of
changing circulation typologies. Some of the learnings taken from Case
Study 4.1 Circulation Typologies have been implemented into the proposal
which has all three of the typologies – streetscapes, open spaces and
integrated thoroughfares.

B

The purpose of having varying typologies through the pedestrian journey is
due to the fact that travelling through changing spaces often has an extra
excitement than travelling through a single space. The constantly changing
physical qualities of spaces allow for senses to be stimulated in different
ways, forming a series of images and memories of positive experience.

B: EXTERIOR UNDERPASS
Light / Reflective Materials
Night Lighting

C
B
D

E
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Streetscapes

Open Spaces

C

B

A

D: INTERIOR
Double Height
Daylighting

C

E

C: OPEN
Daylighting
Lawn, Trees, Water
Edge Access
Colonnade

Figure 130. North Site Circulation Typologies - Sections
(Image by Author).

New open spaces have been proposed that are predicted to be more
successful than the existing Station Square. These open spaces include
successfully proven features such as seating, lawn, large trees and water to
stimulate the sense. Access to the open spaces is also now visible from the
main roads and so the chance of usage increases due to people being able
to see that there is space there that they can use.

LEGEND

D

F

The inclusion of more integrated thoroughfares allowed for the site to be
built up as well as providing the means for circulation which was integral to
the project. These also increase the interaction that pedestrians have with
architecture, they no longer have to be confined to the outside, quickly
rushing past.

The formal qualities and features of each public space in the proposal has
been considered in terms of Jan Gehl’s Human Dimension Criteria. This is
discussed in three parts to relate to his three toolbox sections of Protection,
Comfort and Delight.

A: ROAD FOOTPATH
Recessed from edge

F

E & F: EXTERIOR
Varying Proportions
Bridging over
Colonnade

K: EXTERIOR UNDERPASS
Light / Reflective Materials
Night Lighting

G
H
I
J

L
G

K

M

Integrated Thoroughfares

H

K

G & H: LANEWAYS
Strong Sense of Enclosure
Short
Protected

M

M: INTERIOR ATRIUM
Daylighting
Bright
Protected

J

J

J: OPEN
Daylighting
Lawn, Trees, Water
Edge Access

K

L

L: INTERIOR
Double Height
Daylighting

Figure 131. South Site Circulation Typologies - Sections
(Image by Author).
Figure 129. Circulation Typologies Implemented in the site
(Image by Author)
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6.2.4 Protection

Having the public spaces partially secluded from the main road allows for a
quieter atmosphere for people to talk and listen to each other.

By implementing circulation through the infilled site, pedestrians gain a
separation from the hazards that are vehicles. Better connections to the
wider circulation routes also mean that pedestrians no longer need to put
themselves at risk of accident by jaywalking to get where they need to go.

Play and exercise opportunities have been provided through the use of lawn
and water in the open spaces. Walking itself is a form of exercise and so
making the circulation paths comfortable for walking in has been considered.

The constant activation of the site ensures that there are always people on
the street for surveillance and security. Where a density of people (liveliness)
is high enough, the likelihood of crime and violence would reduce because
there would be witnesses. Sufficient lighting at night is implemented into the
design to ensure that there are no dark spots where people do not feel safe
or are at risk.

6.2.6 Delight

To provide pedestrians with protection from unpleasant weather (rain, wind)
integrated thoroughfares and colonnades have been utilised. Integrated
thoroughfares, when interior, also allow for protection from air pollution,
noise pollution and unpleasant temperatures.

6.2.5 Comfort
The activity of walking has been encouraged through the various proposed
qualities of new circulation routes on the site.

Human scale has been considered in terms of proportions of space and the
sense of enclosure that is felt when occupying a space. Due to the varying
proportions of space, the sense of enclosure fluctuates between strong and
weak. Spaces have been designed based on the sites analysed in Case Study
4.1 Circulation Typologies.
Open spaces and features such as seating, lawn and large trees, allow for
pedestrians to be able to occupy the space and enjoy good weather.

Figure 132. North Site White Model - Colonnades provide a soft edge
and protected areas for walking (Image by Author).

Figure 134. South Site White Model - There is visual clarity
and curiosity when walking (Image by Author).

Figure 133. North Site White Model - Upper levels look down on the open
space and building entries for surveillance (Image by Author).

Figure 135. South Site White Model - The Covered Atrium
provides a bright, protected thoroughfare (Image by Author).

Multi-sensory design has been incorporated into the proposal to improve
user experience. The constant stimulation of a pedestrian’s senses enables an
image of the place to be perceived and it is this image upon which they feel
meaningfulness of a place. Materials, light, space proportions, greenery and
water are the elements used to achieve this meaningfulness.

Standing or staying has been encouraged in the provision of small, blank
façade edges and columns.
Th opportunity for pedestrians to stop and sit in the public spaces has been
encouraged through seating, lawns and cafes and restaurants to the edges.
Seeing the whole space and also a glimpse of the next space, i.e. serial vision,
has been the approach to encouraging seeing. Due to most of the proposed
journeys being meandering, the ‘glimpse’ is something that evokes curiosity
for wanting to see and discover more in the site. Lighting at night is also
included.
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Figure 136. Existing Site 3D View (Image by Google).

Figure 137. Proposed Site 3D View (Image adapted by Author).
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7.0

CONCLUSION

The design proposal is a concept developed to make the user experience at
an existing site better than it is. The course of the project has investigated
user experience with architecture and within urban spaces to assist in
developing a better solution for the site.

successful, determining if the concept would actually be successful is
impossible. This is because there is no physical concept to occupy – it
is not built and so there is no human interaction within a real place to
perceive a real experience.

The primary priority of the project was the experience of the spaces in
between buildings, mainly at ground level. Secondary priority was given to
the buildings themselves. With that being said, the exterior façades of the
buildings and the proposed internal circulation fell into the primary priority
category. The large scale of the project made this separation of priorities
necessary for timely completion. It was difficult to maintain this separation
though because all details, inside and out, are relative and need to be
considered with equal priority for cohesive design and a complete positive
experience. The proposed concept evidently has elements that can or should
be improved because they were not given priority, and these are the areas
which would require more attention for a complete positive experience from
the concept. Priorities of the project were supported by simple functional
and aesthetic criteria that were all addressed or achieved in the proposed
concept. Refer to 5.0 Design Process and 6.0 Design Outcome.

The process of designing for experience was also subsequently difficult
because there was no way to determine if an idea extracted from the
research would be successful in the project’s context. To enable concrete
justification for the design decisions made, case studies that had a
very similar site context were analysed. Relying solely on examples
for justification was a difficult process to adopt and made designing
additionally difficult. This is because there was a resistance to imitating
what already exists. Architecturally, there is a want to be different and
propose something ‘new’ but, that is hard when there is no way to
physically test ‘new’ ideas at full scale so a complete reliance on built
examples is necessary.

The relationship between the built environment and perception of place
has been discussed as infinitely linked. The ability for humans to be able to
perceive the effects of the environment through their senses is a biologically
embedded process and so everything external (and internal) to the body is
registered by the brain and stored as mental images that are remembered as
experiences. This makes architecture and urban spaces, which are constantly
present in the environment, significant sensory stimulators. It has also been
discussed that perception and experience are very subjective phenomena
– they vary between people because of the different ways in which they
have been culturally exposed. The proposed concept has been designed
using proven positive sensory stimulants. In theory, the concept would be
successful because positive perceptions lead to positive experiences. It is
extremely important to note that although in theory the design can be called
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Success of the urban design principles incorporated in the design to
increase liveliness in the pedestrian realm is also impossible to actually
determine without the proposal being built and operational. The idea
that people are attracted to other people has been the main guideline
in designing the urban spaces in the proposal. The concept provides
opportunities for people to carry out their activities in a protected,
comfortable and delightful way and so theoretically, the concept has the
potential to turn the currently dead site into a lively place.
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